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Abstract
Peephole optimizations are a common source of compiler
bugs. Compiler developers typically transform an incorrect
peephole optimization into a valid one by strengthening the
precondition. This process is challenging and tedious. This
paper proposes ALIVE-INFER, a data-driven approach that
infers preconditions for peephole optimizations expressed in
Alive. ALIVE-INFER generates positive and negative exam-
ples for an optimization, enumerates predicates on-demand,
and learns a set of predicates that separate the positive and
negative examples. ALIVE-INFER repeats this process until
it finds a precondition that ensures the validity of the op-
timization. ALIVE-INFER reports both a weakest precondi-
tion and a set of succinct partial preconditions to the devel-
oper. Our prototype generates preconditions that are weaker
than LLVM’s preconditions for 73 optimizations in the Alive
suite. We also demonstrate the applicability of this technique
to generalize 54 optimization patterns generated by Souper,
an LLVM IR–based superoptimizer.
1. Introduction
LLVM is a widely used compiler, both in industry and
academia. To attain the best possible performance, LLVM
performs a large number of semantics-preserving optimiza-
tions. Among these are peephole optimizations, which per-
form local rewriting of code with a primary focus on al-
gebraic simplifications. They also clean up and canonicalize
code, which can enable other optimizations. In LLVM, peep-
hole optimizations find code fragments in an input program
that match a pattern, and replace them with an equivalent set
of instructions. They are also a persistent source of LLVM
bugs [25, 30, 51].
We have addressed the problem of peephole optimiza-
tion bugs with Alive, a domain-specific language for spec-
ifying and verifying peephole optimizations in LLVM [30].
[Copyright notice will appear here once ’preprint’ option is removed.]
The Alive language is similar to the LLVM intermediate rep-
resentation (IR). An Alive optimization has a source pat-
tern and a target pattern, with an optional precondition (see
Section 2). The Alive interpreter checks the correctness of
an optimization using satisfiability modulo theories (SMT)
solvers. Alive has discovered numerous bugs and is currently
used by LLVM developers [18, 28, 30, 42].
Alive prevents the inclusion of wrong optimizations in
the LLVM compiler. It also provides counterexamples for
wrong optimizations. The developer must exclude all inputs
that make the optimization invalid. Developers typically ac-
complish this by strengthening the precondition of the opti-
mization. However, developing an appropriate precondition
when presented with a Alive counterexample can be tedious.
To illustrate, let us consider the following peephole opti-
mization (presented in Alive syntax), which was submitted
as a code patch for the LLVM compiler [18]:
Pre: isPowerOf2(C1 ^ C2)
%x = add %A, C1
%i = icmp ult %x, C3
%y = add %A, C2
%j = icmp ult %y, C3
%r = or %i, %j
=>
%and = and %A, ~(C1 ^ C2)
%lhs = add %and, umax(C1, C2)
%r = icmp ult %lhs, C3
The patch was rejected because Alive found it to be invalid
and provided a counterexample. After multiple revisions, the
developer found a precondition that made the optimization
valid:
C1 u> C3 && C2 u> C3 && abs(C1-C2) u> C3 &&
isPowerOf2(C1 ^ C2) && isPowerOf2(-C1 ^ -C2) &&
(-C1 ^ -C2) == ((C3-C1) ^ (C3-C2))
The precondition of an optimization is a collection of
predicates involving symbolic constants, constant expres-
sions, and constant functions (see Figure 1). It determines
when the optimization can be applied to an input program.
A strong precondition prevents the application of the opti-
mization for some programs where it would be valid. For ex-
ample, the precondition in the LLVM patch above rules out
many valid valuations for the symbolic constants. A weaker
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precondition that has too many predicates (not succinct) can
increase compilation time, because the precondition has to
be evaluated for every potential application site. The opti-
mization developer considers trade-offs between the strength
of the precondition and its succinctness. Hence, identifying
preconditions for these optimizations is challenging.
This paper proposes ALIVE-INFER, a data-driven ap-
proach for identifying appropriate preconditions for LLVM
peephole optimizations expressed in Alive. ALIVE-INFER
is inspired by PIE (Precondition Inference Engine) [39] and
other data-driven approaches [13–15, 43, 47] to generate
preconditions and loop invariants for general purpose pro-
grams. We design new techniques and adapt the PIE ap-
proach to address the following challenges in the Alive con-
text. First, we must generate examples (data) in a static set-
ting to use a data-driven approach. Second, we must address
compile-time undefined behavior in the constant expression
language. We want to reason about potentially unsafe pred-
icates without the risk of crashing LLVM at compile-time.
Third, we must handle type polymorphism in Alive while
generating examples and enumerating predicates.
ALIVE-INFER addresses these challenges and proposes
an end-to-end solution for generating preconditions that
developers can use. We divide the task of inferring pre-
conditions for an optimization into three subtasks: (1) ex-
ample generation, (2) predicate enumeration and learning,
and (3) Boolean formula learning. ALIVE-INFER’s exam-
ple generator creates positive and negative examples for an
optimization. We propose that an example in this setting
should provide types and valuations for the symbolic con-
stants. ALIVE-INFER must consider types while generating
examples because Alive optimizations are parametric types.
It must ensure that no positive example causes compile-
time undefined behavior. ALIVE-INFER generates examples
through random selection and by querying an SMT solver.
It classifies an example as positive if the refinement check
for the optimization is valid on substituting the symbolic
constants with concrete values, which is checked using an
SMT solver. The refinement check has a for-all quantifica-
tion for the input variables. To ensure sufficient number of
positive and negative examples, ALIVE-INFER supplements
the randomly-chosen examples with examples obtained us-
ing an SMT solver (see Section 3.2).
Next, ALIVE-INFER enumerates and learns a set of pred-
icates to accept all positive examples and reject all negative
examples. As with PIE [39], new predicates are learned on-
demand by enumerating predicates and evaluating them on a
small sample of examples.The enumerator lazily produces
polymorphic, type-correct predicates. ALIVE-INFER must
consider whether a predicate can be evaluated safely. For
a given example, a predicate may be true, false, or unsafe.
ALIVE-INFER learns predicates which separate the posi-
tive and negative examples in the sample. These narrow the
search for future predicates, and may be used in the precon-
dition (see Section 3.3).
Once ALIVE-INFER learns sufficiently-many predicates,
it uses one of two Boolean formula learners to assemble a
precondition. The full Boolean learner produces precondi-
tions which accept all positive examples and reject all neg-
ative examples, but may be large and complex. In contrast,
the partial Boolean learner produces succinct preconditions
which may not accept all positive examples. ALIVE-INFER
reports multiple partial preconditions to the developer as
they are obtained, and terminates once it produces a full
precondition that is proven to accept all positive examples,
or weakest. This provides developers a choice between ap-
plicability and succinctness. The Boolean learner must en-
sure compile-time safety of the learned precondition. The
presence of unsafe predicates introduces new challenges in
formula learning as the negation of an unsafe predicate is
still unsafe (see Section 3.4). A partial precondition accepts
a subset of the positive examples while rejecting all nega-
tive examples. The Boolean learner attempts to maximize
the number of positive examples accepted while generating
partial preconditions. In contrast, a weakest precondition ac-
cepts all positive examples and rejects all negative examples.
ALIVE-INFER checks the validity of both partial and weak-
est preconditions, and whether a proposed weakest precon-
dition rejects any positive examples.
We built the ALIVE-INFER prototype for generating pre-
conditions by extending the publicly-available Alive-NJ
toolkit [33]. We evaluated it using the Alive suite of opti-
mizations. Out of the 417 optimizations in the Alive suite,
there are 174 optimizations that have a precondition. The
ALIVE-INFER prototype generates the weakest precondition
for 133 of them within 1000 seconds. It generates either a
partial or the weakest precondition for 164 out of the 174
optimizations. ALIVE-INFER generates a weaker precon-
dition than the precondition in the Alive suite for 73 opti-
mizations. We have also used ALIVE-INFER to generalize
concrete optimization patterns generated by Souper [21], an
LLVM IR–based superoptimizer (see Section 4). We gen-
eralized a total of 71 optimizations that are expressible in
Alive. ALIVE-INFER is able to generate preconditions for
54 of them.
2. Background on Alive
Alive [30] is a domain-specific language for specifying and
verifying peephole optimizations in LLVM. The Alive in-
terpreter checks the correctness of an Alive optimization by
encoding it as constraints, which allows automated reason-
ing with SMT solvers. The interpreter also generates C++
code when the optimization is correct. To encourage adop-
tion by LLVM developers, the Alive language is similar to
the LLVM intermediate representation. Alive has found nu-
merous bugs in the LLVM compiler [18, 30]. LLVM de-
velopers are actively using Alive to check the correctness
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pre : : = pred | ¬pre | pre ∧ pre | pre ∨ pre
pred : : = binpred | pfun
binpred : : = cexpr cond cexpr
cexpr : : = constant | unop cexpr |
cexpr binop cexpr | cfun
cond : : = eq | ne | ugt | uge | ult |
ule | sgt | sge | slt | sle
binop : : = add | sub | mul | udiv | sdiv |
urem | srem | shl | lshr | ashr |
and | or | xor
unop : : = neg | not
cfun : : = abs cexpr | log2 cexpr | width value
pfun : : = isSignBit cexpr | isPowerOf2 cexpr |
isPowerOf2OrZero cexpr
Figure 1: Abstract syntax of preconditions.
of new optimizations (patches) submitted to LLVM. Alive
based tools have prevented many bugs in patches commit-
ted to LLVM [18, 28, 42]. Although C++ code generation
is not actively used, there are plans for replacing InstCom-
bine with Alive-generated C++ code. Alive has also been
extended to reason about the correctness of floating point
optimizations (e.g., Alive-FP [36] and LifeJacket [38]). We
describe the language and the verification process next.
The Alive language. An Alive optimization has the form
source ⇒ target, with an optional precondition. The
source and target describe directed, acyclic graphs (DAGs)
of values. Semantically, an Alive optimization replaces the
DAG in the source with the DAG in the target. The interior
nodes correspond to Alive (LLVM IR) instructions, with in-
coming edges representing their arguments. Leaf nodes are
input variables. They represent arbitrary LLVM values, such
as results from other instructions, symbolic constants, con-
stant expressions, and function parameters. We will write C
for the set of input variables whose values are known while
compiling a concrete input program. Types for the variables,
values for symbolic constants and constant expressions are
available during compilation. We useR to represent remain-
ing input variables that are not known at compile time.
An example Alive optimization is shown in Figure 4(a)
and its DAG representation is shown in Figure 4(b). There
are three input variables: %X, C1, and C2, where %X is a run-
time input variable, C1 and C2 are symbolic constants, and
C1 /u C2 is a constant expression.
Preconditions. A precondition for a peephole optimization
in LLVM is checked during compilation of an input program
before applying the optimization. Hence, preconditions for
these optimizations primarily deal with values that can be
determined during compilation: types, symbolic constants,
and constant expressions. Figure 1 provides the abstract syn-
tax of preconditions for LLVM peephole optimizations. A
precondition is a conjunction or disjunction of various pred-
icates. A predicate is either a predicate function or a binary
comparison operation involving constant expressions. Con-
stant expressions can be symbolic constants, constant func-
tions, and binary operations of constant expressions.
Verification of an optimization. As Alive optimizations
are polymorphic over types, the Alive interpreter checks the
correctness of the optimization for each feasible type (up to
a bound on integer width). Alive models various kinds of un-
defined behavior in LLVM (i.e., poison values, undef values,
and true undefined behavior) [30]. The subtleties of the se-
mantics are currently being explored [29]. For simplicity, we
use a definedness constraint for an instruction to exclude all
kinds of undefined behavior while describing the verification
below.
For each feasible type assignment, Alive creates two ex-
pressions for each instruction: ι, the value it returns, and δ,
the necessary conditions for it to have well-defined behavior.
The interpreter also generates an SMT expression φ corre-
sponding to the precondition. A transformation is correct if
and only if the target is defined and the roots of the source
and target DAGs produce the same value when the precon-
dition is satisfied and the source is defined. That is:
∀R,C : φ ∧ δs =⇒ δt ∧ ιs = ιt,
where R, C is the set of input variables in the DAG, δs and
δt are constraints for the source and the target to be have
defined behavior, respectively, and ιs and ιt are the values
computed by the source and target.
3. Precondition Inference
ALIVE-INFER is an end-to-end solution that infers precon-
ditions for LLVM optimizations expressed in Alive. Our
approach is inspired by PIE [39], a data-driven approach
for inferring preconditions and loop invariants for general-
purpose programs. However, we design new techniques and
algorithms to address the following challenges in the Alive
context: generating data in a static setting, handling type
polymorphism, addressing compile-time undefined behavior
in Alive, and generating succinct partial preconditions.
ALIVE-INFER consists of three components: (1) the ex-
ample generator, which produces a set of positive and neg-
ative examples, (2) the predicate learner, which learns a set
of predicates that can separate the positive and negative ex-
amples, and (3) the Boolean formula learner, which learns a
Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF).
Figure 2 provides a high level sketch of our approach.
ALIVE-INFER’s example generator addresses the challenge
of generating data in a static setting where input programs
are not available. It ensures that the feasible types of an opti-
mization are sufficiently represented in the set of examples.
It also ensures that examples do not cause any compile-time
undefined behavior. The developer can also guide the ex-
ample generation process. ALIVE-INFER’s predicate learner
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function INFERPRECONDITION(opt, I)
〈E+, E−〉 ← MAKEEXAMPLES(opt)
Pvalid ← ∅
repeat
〈Pp, Pf 〉 ← PRECONDITIONSBYEXAMPLES(E+, E−, I)
e− ← ∅
for all p ∈ Pp do
e−p ← COUNTEREXAMPLES(p, opt)
if e−p = ∅ then
Pvalid ← Pvalid ∪ {p}
e− ← e− ∪ e−p
e−f ← COUNTEREXAMPLES(Pf , opt)
e− ← e− ∪ e−f
e+ ← ∅
if e−f = ∅ then
Pvalid ← Pvalid ∪ Pf
e+ ← POSITIVEEXAMPLES(Pf , opt)
E+ ← E+ ∪ e+
E− ← E− ∪ e−
until e− = e+ = ∅
return Pvalid
Figure 2: Algorithm for generating preconditions for an LLVM
peephole optimization opt with an initial set of predicates I . We
generate an initial set of examples with the function MAKEEX-
AMPLES. The function PRECONDITIONSBYEXAMPLES enumer-
ates predicates on-demand and returns a tuple: (a set of partial pre-
conditions and a complete precondition for the sample). Both the
partial preconditions and the complete precondition are checked for
validity and counter examples are added to the set of bad examples.
If the complete precondition is valid, it checks if it is the weakest.
synthesizes new predicates while accounting for types in
Alive and learns a set of predicates that are useful in sep-
arating the positive and the negative examples. It must ac-
count for safety of the predicate at compile time. ALIVE-
INFER’s Boolean formula learner generates either a partial
or weakest precondition using the learned predicates. The
Boolean learning algorithms need to account for the safety
of the learned preconditions. ALIVE-INFER checks the va-
lidity of the optimization with both partial and weakest pre-
conditions. If the optimization is not valid with the learned
precondition, ALIVE-INFER adds counterexamples to the set
of negative examples and repeats the process. When the op-
timization is valid but there are positive examples that are
disallowed by the precondition, ALIVE-INFER reports the
partial precondition to the developer and adds the positive
examples to the set of positive examples and repeats the pro-
cess to weaken the precondition. Next, we describe compile-
time undefined behavior, which influences all components of
ALIVE-INFER.
3.1 Addressing Compile-time Undefined Behavior
Alive’s constant expression language includes operations
that are not defined for all possible inputs. The semantics
for Alive’s integer expressions are based on the correspond-
ing semantics for SMT bitvector operations and LLVM’s
arbitrary-precision integer library. Both include operations
that are undefined in certain circumstances, such as divi-
sion by zero. Verifying an optimization which is not fully
defined may result in unexpected or inconsistent solver be-
havior. Performing such an optimization in LLVM using
Alive-generated code may result in a compiler crash.
For example, the precondition C1 % C2 == 0 is unde-
fined when C2 is zero. We say it has compile-time unde-
fined behavior, to distinguish it from the undefined behavior
present in LLVM IR. In particular, Alive-generated code in
LLVM may crash when evaluating the precondition.
We associate a safety condition with each Alive term.
This condition is true if and only if the term does not
have compile-time undefined behavior. For our example, the
safety condition is C2 6= 0. Calculation of safety conditions
is mostly straightforward, but there are some subtleties. The
precondition C2 != 0 && C1 % C2 == 0 is always safe,
because the corresponding SMT expression is well-defined
and the C++ translation will avoid dividing by zero due to
short-circuit evaluation.
We extend the refinement condition for Alive to include
safety conditions. The source of an optimization contains no
constant expressions, so it is trivially safe. The precondition
must always be safe to evaluate. Any constant expressions
in the target must be safe when the precondition is satisfied.
The new refinement condition for checking the correctness
of an Alive optimization is:
∀R,C σφ ∧ (φ =⇒ σt ∧ (δs =⇒ δt ∧ ιs = ιt)), (1)
where φ, ιs, ιt, δs, δt, σt, and σφ are constraints to represent
the precondition, the value produced by source, value pro-
duced by the target, definedness constraints for the source,
definedness conditions for the target, safety conditions for
the compile time constant expressions in the target, and
safety conditions for the constant expressions in the precon-
dition, respectively. Here, R and C represent the set of in-
put variables and symbolic constants, respectively. We have
changed Alive-NJ to use the new refinement condition for
verification. Each component of ALIVE-INFER has to con-
sider safety while learning a precondition.
3.2 Example Generation
One contribution of ALIVE-INFER is the use of a data-driven
approach to infer preconditions in the context of compiler
verification, where concrete input programs are not avail-
able. ALIVE-INFER has to generate examples in this setting.
The key challenges in example generation are: handling type
polymorphism in Alive, identifying a method to classify an
example as positive or negative, and methods to quickly gen-
erate sufficient and diverse examples.
What is an example? An example in our setting represents
an input program that matches the source of an optimization.
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The precondition determines when an optimization can be
performed using the information available while compiling
a concrete input program: the types of the source values and
the values of the symbolic constants. Hence, examples in
ALIVE-INFER contain type assignments and values for the
symbolic constants (consistent with their assigned types).
ALIVE-INFER uses examples with different type assign-
ments to avoid creating preconditions that are only valid for
one assignment. For example, some operations may over-
flow at small types, but not at large types. Additionally,
having examples at different types increases the chances
of learning predicates that vary based on types, such as
width(%a).
Positive and negative examples. We classify an example
as positive if the optimization’s target refines the source and
has no compile-time undefined behavior when the symbolic
constants in the optimization are substituted with concrete
values from the example. Otherwise, it is negative. Any ex-
ample that causes compile-time undefined behavior or fails
the refinement check is a negative example, which should be
disallowed by the learned precondition. Given sets of run-
time variables R and symbolic constants C, we simplify the
refinement check in Section 3.1 and define
V (C,R) ≡ σt ∧ (δs =⇒ δt ∧ ιs = ιt). (2)
We use V (e,R) to represent the substitution of symbolic
constants with concrete values from the example e in the
above equation. Hence, an example e is positive if and only
if ∀RV (e,R).
Methods to generate examples. To handle Alive’s type
polymorphism, we first sample the set of type assignments
for the variables in the optimization. For a given type assign-
ment, ALIVE-INFER obtains examples using three methods:
using an SMT solver, classifying randomly-generated exam-
ples, and classifying a small set of examples using boundary
values. We can obtain negative examples by passing the fol-
lowing negated refinement condition to the SMT solver and
extracting values for the symbolic constants from the models
it returns:
∃e∃R¬V (e,R). (3)
Using an SMT solver to find positive examples is similar,
but we additionally require positive examples to have a well-
defined source for at least one assignment of run-time vari-
ables. This is not necessary for correctness, but allowing the
precondition to reject trivial positive examples can result in
simpler preconditions. Thus, we obtain positive examples by
using values for the symbolic constants from the models of
the following formula:
∃e(∃Rδs) ∧ (∀RV (e,R)). (4)
The final two methods involve first generating examples
and then classifying them. We create examples by randomly
choosing values for each symbolic constant in C that fall
within its type. We create additional examples by taking
the Cartesian product of {0, 1,−1,m} for each variable in
C (m is the minimum signed value for that type). Once we
obtain a proposed example e, we use an SMT solver to check
whether ∃Rδs[C/e], where we specialize δs by substituting
the variables from C with their values from e. If not, then
e is trivial and gets discarded. If so, we check whether
∃R¬V (e,R). If so, e is negative. Otherwise, e is positive.
The example generation methods have complementary
benefits. Random generation of values for symbolic con-
stants is fast but may not generate enough positive and/or
negative examples. In contrast, examples generated using
SMT solvers can be slow.
We cannot use a fixed number of examples for every opti-
mization because number of type assignments are exponen-
tial in the number of feasible types for an optimization. We
increase the number of examples logarithmically with the
number of possible type assignments.
Developer support to guide example generation. ALIVE-
INFER will eventually find a precondition which accepts
all positive examples and rejects all negative examples, but
sometimes the developer may wish to exclude examples
from consideration. Examples may be excluded because the
structure in LLVM ensures that the optimization will never
be applied to them, so the precondition need not explicitly
reject them. Conversely, some positive examples may rep-
resent uninteresting cases, and the precondition need not
explicitly accept them. The developer can inform ALIVE-
INFER about such examples using assumptions, which are
terms in the precondition language. ALIVE-INFER discards
any example that does not satisfy the assumptions.
3.3 On-demand Predicate Enumeration and Learning
Inspired by PIE [39], ALIVE-INFER separates predicate
learning from Boolean formula learning. In contrast to PIE,
ALIVE-INFER addresses the following challenges: handling
predicates that are unsafe with respect to an example and
enumerating type-polymorphic predicates consistent with
an optimization’s type constraints. Given a set of examples,
ALIVE-INFER creates a sample of examples that are not
currently separated by the learned predicates. It enumerates
predicates on-demand until it finds a predicate that separates
the positive and negative examples in the sample, meaning it
accepts all the positives and rejects all the negatives, or vice
versa. When it finds such a predicate, it tests the predicate
on the entire set of examples. When it has accumulated a
set of predicates that accept some (or all) positive examples
and reject all negative examples from the set of examples,
it learns a Boolean formula for the precondition. Figure 3
provides a sketch of our algorithm for predicate learning.
Constructing the predicate matrix. To identify whether
the algorithm has learned a sufficient number of predicates to
accept all positive examples and reject all negative examples,
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function PRECONDITIONSBYEXAMPLES(E+, E−, I)
P ← I
M ← EMPTYPREDICATEMATRIX
for all p ∈ I do
M ← ADDPREDICATE(p,M)
Φ← ∅
while MIXEDVECTORS(M) 6= ∅ do
V +w , V
− ← WEIGHTEDPARTITION(M)
φ← LEARNPARTIALBOOLEAN(P, V +w , V −, 1)
Φ← Φ ∪ {φ}
Select v ∈ MIXEDVECTORS(M)
e+, e− ← SAMPLE(v,M)
p← LEARNPREDICATE(e+, e−)
P ← P ∪ {p}
M ← ADDPREDICATE(p,M)
V +, V − ← PARTITION(M)
φf ← LEARNCOMPLETEBOOLEAN(P, V +, V −)
return 〈Φ, φf 〉
Figure 3: Algorithm for learning preconditions given a set of ex-
amples and an intial set of predicates (I). Function ADDPREDI-
CATE adds a predicate to the predicate matrix. Function WEIGHT-
EDPARTITION partitions the predicate vectors into positive vectors
and negative vectors and the weight of the positive vector is the
number of positive examples accepted by the positive vector. Func-
tion LEARNPARTIALBOOLEAN computes the partial precondition
using the weighted positive vectors and negative vectors (see Fig-
ure 7). When the predicate matrix does not have any mixed vec-
tors, the weakest precondition is computed by the function LEARN-
COMPLETEBOOLEAN (see Figure 5). The algorithm returns a tuple
— a set of valid partial preconditions and the weakest precondition
— for the given set of examples.
ALIVE-INFER conceptually constructs a predicate matrix.
The rows in this matrix correspond to the examples and
the columns correspond to the currently learned predicates.
The matrix is updated whenever a new predicate is learned.
Figures 4(e) and 4(f) illustrate predicate matrices with one
and two predicates, respectively. Each entry in the matrix is
accept (>), reject (⊥), or unsafe (?). These correspond to
the results of evaluating the predicate after substituting the
type parameters and symbolic constants in the example: it
may evaluate to true, evaluate to false, or have compile-time
undefined behavior, respectively.
In Figure 4(e), the predicate C1 u< C2 accepts the neg-
ative example (0, 1) and rejects the negative example
(4, 2). Here, u< is the unsigned comparison operation. In
Figure 4(f), the predicate C2 /u C1 == 0 is unsafe with the
example (0, 1) because it causes compile-time undefined
behavior (division by zero).
Predicate vectors. Each row in the predicate matrix con-
tains the results of applying the learned predicates to a par-
ticular example. We call such a list of results a predicate
vector. The same vector may be associated with multiple ex-
amples. We call a vector that is only associated with positive
examples a positive vector. Similarly, vectors that are only
associated with negative examples are negative vectors. Vec-
tors that are associated with both positive and negative ex-
amples are mixed vectors. An initial predicate matrix before
any predicates have been learned associates every example
with the empty vector 〈〉, which is mixed.
Generating preconditions. If the predicate matrix contains
at least one positive vector, the algorithm can generate a
partial precondition. This precondition will reject all nega-
tive examples, and accept some positive examples. ALIVE-
INFER uses the partial Boolean learner described in Sec-
tion 3.4 to find a formula that accepts some positive vectors
and rejects all negative and mixed vectors. Each positive vec-
tor is weighted by the number of associated examples.
If the predicate matrix contains no mixed vectors, the
algorithm can generate a precondition using the complete
Boolean learner. This precondition will reject all negative
examples, and accept all positive examples. Once a complete
precondition is found, ALIVE-INFER checks if it is valid and
weakest. If not, it adds the new examples and continues.
Otherwise, the predicate matrix contains at least one
mixed vector, so ALIVE-INFER must learn more predicates.
Learning predicates. The purpose of introducing new
predicates is to reduce the number of examples associated
with mixed vectors—ideally to zero. To do this, ALIVE-
INFER selects a mixed vector and searches for a predicate
which separates its associated positive and negative exam-
ples, meaning that the predicate accepts the positive exam-
ples and rejects the negative examples, or vice versa. If the
vector has many examples, it may be difficult to find such
a predicate, so ALIVE-INFER searches for one which sep-
arates “enough” examples. This is particularly important
early on, when all examples are associated with the empty
vector. Without sampling, ALIVE-INFER would have to find
a single predicate which expresses the entire precondition.
Given a mixed vector, ALIVE-INFER selects a certain
number of examples associated with the vector. These ex-
amples are called the sample. The sample always contains
both positive and negative examples. If the mixed vector has
only a few examples, then all are included in the sample.
Once the sample is selected, ALIVE-INFER enumerates
predicates until it finds one which separates the sample. We
permit the predicate to be unsafe for negative examples in the
sample, but forbid the predicate to be unsafe for any positive
example. This simplifies precondition generation later on, as
ALIVE-INFER is free to assume that unsafe examples can be
rejected. If the predicate meets these conditions, it is added
to the list of learned predicates and the predicate matrix is
extended by evaluating the predicate on all examples. At this
point, ALIVE-INFER checks to see whether it can generate
new preconditions, as described earlier.
6 2019/5/6
%m = mul nuw %X, C1
%r = udiv %m, C2
=>
%r = udiv %X, C2/u C1 r: udiv
r:udiv
m:mul
X C1
X C2/C1
C2
function PRECONDITIONBYEXAMPLE(G, B, opt, i)
PM  GenEmptyPredicateMatrix(G,B)
while GetConflictV ectors(PM)! = None do
Figure 2: Learn Preconditions from a set of positive and
negative examples.
=>
%r = udiv %X, C2 /u C1
The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
Here, any example with C2 = 0 will be discarded, as it
causes undefined behavior in the source. (The second clause
of  s will not prove significant for example classification.)
In contrast, any example with C1 = 0, C2 6= 0 will be
marked negative, because it causes an unsafe computation in
the target.
3.3 Learning Predicates
Input: Given a set of possible and negative examples,
Abstract representation of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimization from before, with some
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find stronger preconditions, which rule certain
positive examples,
Talk about incompletes.
Example: Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posti-
tive vectors as it can and rejects all the negative and mixed
vectors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vectors.
Select a mixed vectors.
Take a subset of examples that have that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate predicates that are well-typed?
Enumeration is type-directed. Comparisons, for example,
require their arguments to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each type variable and two
expressions having that type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
variables, they will not occur in the same expression, even
if they could have the same concrete type for certain type
assignments.
c) Predicates where arguments and return value are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t generate a predicate unless one variable in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
used for predicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating default-type expressions, each expression must
have a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Predicate enumeration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- empty feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a feature that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.4 Incomplete Predicate
3.5 Strengthening and Weakening
References
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function PRECONDITIONBYEXAMPLE(G, B, opt, i)
PM  GenEmptyPredicateMatrix(G,B)
while GetConflictV ectors(PM)! = None do
Figure 2: Learn Preconditions from a set of positive and
negative examples.
=>
%r = udiv %X, C2 /u C1
The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
Here, any example with C2 = 0 will be discarded, as it
causes undefined behavior in the source. (The second clause
of  s will not prove significant for example classification.)
In contrast, any example with C1 = 0, C2 6= 0 will be
marked negative, because it causes an unsafe computation in
the target.
3.3 Learning Predicates
Input: Given a set of possible and negative examples,
Abstra t re resentation of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimization from before, with some
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indic ted by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find stronger preconditions, which rule certain
positive examples,
Talk about incompletes.
Example: Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posti-
tive vectors as it can and rejects all the negative and mixed
vectors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vectors.
Select a mixed vectors.
Take a subset of examples that have that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need to numerate predicates
H w do we enumerate predicates ()?
) What symbols ar present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate predicates that are well-typed?
Enumeration is type-directed. Comparisons, for example,
require their arguments to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each type variable and two
expressions having that type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
variables, they will not occur in the same expression, even
if they could have the same concrete type for certain type
assignments.
c) Predicates wh e arguments and return value are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t generate a predicate unless one variable in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
used for predicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating default-type expressions, each expression must
have a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Predicate enumeration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- empty feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a feature that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.4 Incomplete Predicate
3.5 Strengthening and Weakening
Ref rences
[Patch]InstCombine pattern for ICMP. http://lists.cs.uiuc.
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function PRECONDITIONBYEXAMPLE(G, B, opt, i)
PM  GenEmptyPredicateMatrix(G,B)
while GetConflictV ectors(PM)! = Non d
Figure 2: Learn Preconditions from a set of p sitive and
negative examples.
=>
%r = udiv %X, C2 /u C1
The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
Here, any example with C2 = 0 will be discarded, as it
causes undefined behavior in the source. (The second cl us
of  s will not prove significant for example classification.)
In contrast, any example with C1 = 0, C2 6= 0 will be
marked negative, because it causes an unsafe comp tatio in
the target.
3.3 Learning Predic tes
Input: Given a set of possible and negative examples,
Abstract repres nt tio of predicat matr x,
Using the example optimiza ion from before, wi h some
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four dist nct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the examples if the av only positiv exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct pr conditions,
it is typical to find stronger precondition , which rule cer ai
positive examples,
Talk about incompletes.
Example: Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= 2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the po ti-
tive vectors as it can and reject all the egative and mixed
vectors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && 2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have n mixed v ctors.
Select a mixed vectors.
Take a subset of example that hav that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examp es and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects ll ositive xamples and no nega-
tive examples. Pred cates ay be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all xamples, and
discarded if is unsafe fo any positive xample.
you ne d to enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate pr dic tes ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2 and width(%r)
b) Generate predicates that are well-typed?
Enumeration is type-directed. Com arisons, for example,
require their arguments to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each type va iabl nd two
expressions having that type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
variables, they will not occur in the same expression, ev n
if they could have the same concr te type for certain
assignments.
c) Predicat s where argument a d return value are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t generate a predicate unle s on ariable in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models nclude a default type,
used for predicates such as wi th(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating default-typ expressions, each expression must
have a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
) Predicate enumeration algorith .
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enumerate pos ible predi-
cates
FM ¡- empty featur matrix while FM h s confl ct vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feat re(e+, e-) ppend f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a feature that divides he feature set but is
safe to perform on all p sitive examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.4 Incomplete Predicate
3.5 Strengthening and Weakening
Referenc s
[Patch]InstCombine p ttern for ICMP. http://lists.cs.uiuc.
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(2, 4)
(2, 2)
(0, 1)
(2, 3)
(4, 2)
(d) Examples
± (C1, C2)
(a) Optimization for 
precondition inference
(b) DAG  representation
The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t 1 6 0
 s 2 6 0 zext( , ) zext( 1, ) zext( 1, )
 t 2 1 6 0
◆s ( 1) 2
◆t ( 2 1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe is unsafe. both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a set of possible and negative amples,
Abstract represent tion of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimization from before, with ome
arbitrary examples and f atures. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find stronger preconditions, which rule certain
positive examples,
Talk about incomplete.
Example: Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 >= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vectors as it can and rejects all the negative nd mixed
vect rs. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have o mixed vectors.
Select a mixed vectors.
Take a subset of examples that have that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you nee t enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate predicates that are well-typed?
Enumeration is type-directed. Comparisons, for example,
require their arguments to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each type variable and two
expressions having that type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
variables, they will not occur in the same expression, even
if they could have the same concrete type for certain type
assignments.
c) Predicates where arguments and return value are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t generate a predicate unless one variable in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
used for predicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating default-type expressions, each expression must
have a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Predicate enumeration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- empty f at re matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Featur (e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition F c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a feature that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Strengthening and W akening
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(c) Constraints for definedness, safety, and values computed 
by the source and target
C1 u< C2
The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe is unsafe. both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a set of possible and negative examples,
Abstract representation of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimization from before, with some
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find stronger preconditions, which rule certain
positive examples,
Talk about incomplete.
Example: Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vectors as it can and rejects all the negative and mixed
vectors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vectors.
Select a mixed vectors.
Take a subset of examples that have that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate predicates that are well-typed?
Enumeration is type-directed. Comparisons, for example,
require their arguments to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comp rison numerates each type variable and two
expressions having that type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
variables, they will not occur in the same expression, even
if they could have the same concrete type for certain type
assignments.
c) Predicates where argum nts nd return value are dif-
fere t types.
d) Don’t generate a pr dicate nless one variable in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
used for predicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating default-type expressions, each expression ust
have a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Predicate enum ration algorithm.
f) C nflict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- empty f atur matrix while FM has conflict vec-
to : v ¡- s lect conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- L a nBoolean( +, v-) retur c
Safety. Find a feature that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive examples.
give a illustrative exampl .
3.3 I complete Predicat
3.4 Strengthening and Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe is unsafe. both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a set of possible and negative examples,
Abstract representation of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimization from before, with some
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first exam le, indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 ?
+ 2 4 ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? i mixed.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical t find stronger preconditions, which rule certain
positive examples,
Talk about incomplete.
Example: Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vect rs as it can and rejects all the negative and mixed
vectors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vectors.
Select a ixed vectors.
Take a subset of ex mples that hav that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are pr sent?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Gener t redicates that are well-typed?
Enumeration is type-directed. Compa iso s, for example,
require their arguments to have the same type. During gen r-
ation, the omparison numer tes each type variable and two
expressions having that type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 and C2 have diff rent type
variables, they will not o cur in the same expression, even
if they could have the same concrete type for certain type
assignments.
c) Predicates where arguments and return value are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t g nerate a pre icate unles one variable in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type mod ls include a default type,
used for predicat s uch as wid h(%r) u> 1. Except when
gen rating default-type expressions, ach expression must
have a fixed typ or c tain sub-expression with a fix d
type.
e) Predicate enumeration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predic tes e um rat possible predi-
ca es
FM ¡- empty feature matr x while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v , v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) r turn c
Safety. Fin a f ature that divides th feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.3 Incom l te Predica
3.4 Strengtheni g and Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Thi k about this notion of Safe/U safe.
Negation of unsafe is unsaf . bo h f nd not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a et of possible and negative examples,
Abstrac r present tion of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimization from before, with some
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
0 1 > ?
  3 >
+ 2 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? s mixed.
Classify the examples if they have only positiv exam-
les, n gative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
is typica to find str nger prec nditions, which rule certain
positive xamples,
Talk about incomplete.
Example: Our incomplete boolean l arner will find a sub-
s t of the p edicates C1 u< C2, C1 >= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
ti vectors as it can a jects all he negative and mix d
vectors. For this matrix, it ill produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vectors.
Select a m xed ve tors.
Take a sub et of xamples tha have that vector.
B gin enume ating predicate till we find one that divides
th sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
tiv examples, or r jects all positive examples and no nega-
tive example . Predicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
How o w enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a repres ntative for each
non-fixed type variabl (us d for width())
In our xample, the e are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Ge erate p edicates that are well-typed?
Enumeration is type-dir cted. C parisons, for example,
require their argum nts to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the compar so enumerates each type variable and two
expr ssions having at type. Symbols are only generated for
expressio s with their type. If C1 and C2 hav differe t typ
variables, they will not ccur i th same ex res ion, ven
if they could have the same concrete type for certain typ
assignments.
c) P edicates where arguments and return valu are dif-
ferent types.
) Don’t generate a predicate unless one variabl in it.
Liter l constan s and so e functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a def ult type,
used for predic tes such as width(%r) u> 1. Exc pt wh n
generating default-type exp essions, ea h expr ssion must
have a fixed typ or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
) Predicate enu eration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predi ates enumerate possible predi
cates
FM ¡ empty feat e ma rix while FM has conflict ve -
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature( +, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- parti on FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a feature that divides the f ature set but is
safe to perform on all positive ex mpl s.
give a illustrative exampl .
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Strengthening nd Weake ing
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1 ÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
T ink about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of u safe is unsafe. both f and not f r jec v
which is unsafe.
Input: Giv n set of oss ble a d negative xample ,
Abstract r presentation of predicate matrix,
Using the example o tim zation fro before, with some
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1
2 3
4
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>?
>
?>
? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a vector,
and >? is mix d.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, neg tive xamples, and mixe vect rs.
H ghlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find stronger p econditions, which rule certain
po i ive examples,
Talk about ncomplet .
Example: Our incomplete boolean le rner will find a sub
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vectors as it can and rejects all the neg tive and mixed
vect rs. For this m trix, it will produc C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vectors.
S lect a mix d vectors.
T ke a subset of xamples that have that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till w find one that divides
he sampl : ei her acce ts all pos ive xamples nd no neg
ative examples, o rejects al positive examples a d no nega
tive examples. Pr dicate may be unsafe for negative ex m
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested aga nst all examples, and
discarded if is unsaf for any positive exampl .
you need to enume ate pr dicates
How do we ()?
a) Wha symbols a e pres nt?
each symbolic con tant, and a representative for each
non-fix d typ variable (used fo width())
In our example, these are C1, 2, and width(%r)
b) Gen r te redicat s that are well-type ?
E umer tion is yp -directed. C mpa isons, for example,
require their arguments o hav the sa e type. During gener-
ation, the compariso enumerates each type ariable a d two
expressions having that type. Symbols re only gen r ted for
with their ype. If C1 and C2 have diff re t
var ables, hey will not occur in the same expression, ev n
if they c uld have th same con rete typ for certai type
assignmen s.
c Pr dicates where arguments and return v lu are dif-
feren types.
d) Don’t generate a predicate unless one v riable n it.
Lite al constants and so e functions, such as width, have
no fix d typ . Alive t e models i clud a d f ult type,
used for predicat s su h as width(%r) u> 1. Excep wh n
generating fault-type expr sions, each xpressio must
hav fix type or c nt in a sub- xpression with a fixed
typ .
) Predicat enumeration lgorith .
f) C nflict set -¿
Ge erate a set of predicates enumerate pos ible predi
cates
FM ¡- empty featur matr x while FM has conflict ve -
tors: v ¡- s lect a c flict ve t r e+, e- ¡- mple f ¡- Learn
Featur (e+, -) pp nd f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- L arnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a f ature that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all posi iv examples.
give a illustrative xample.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Strengtheni and Weake ing
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
1 6= 0
  ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
  ⌘ C2 1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicat s
Think about this notion f afe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe i safe. both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a set of possible and negative examples,
Abstract representation of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimization from before, with some
arbitrary example a d features. Note t s cond featur is
uns fe for the first exam le, indicat d by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 ?
+ 2 4 ?
  4 2 >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
> 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
? 1
>? and ?> ar negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? i m xed.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical t find str ng r preconditions, hich rule certain
positive xamples,
Talk about incomplete.
Example: Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and u/ C2 != 0 whic ac epts s many of the posi-
tive vect rs s t c n and rejects all the negative and mixed
vectors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vectors.
Sel ct ixed vector .
Take a subset of ex mples that hav that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need t numerate p edicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, an width(%r)
b) Gener t dicates that are well-typed?
Enumer tion is type-di cted. Compa isons, for xample,
requir their argu ents to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each t pe variable nd two
expressions having that type. Symbols are only gen r ted for
expressions wi h their type. If C1 and C2 hav different type
variables, they will not cur i th am ex ressio , v
if they could hav the same concr te typ for certain type
assignments.
c) Predicates where arguments and return value are dif-
f rent types.
d) Do ’t g nerate a predicate unless one ariable in it.
Li eral const nts and some functions, such as wid h, have
no fixed typ . Alive type models include a default type,
used for predicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
gen rati g default-type xpr ssion , ach xpression must
have a fixed type or c tain a sub- xpression with a fixed
type.
e) Predicate enumeration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
G nerate a set of predicates enum rat possibl pr di-
cat s
FM ¡- empty feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- ample v f ¡- L arn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- parti ion FM c ¡- Lear Boolean(v+, v-) return c
Saf ty. Find a f ature that divides th feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive example .
give a illustrativ example.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Strengthe i g and Weakening
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(e) Predicate matrix and distinct predicate vectors  after enumerating 
one feature. 
The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X, )⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C ).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about thi notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe is unsafe. both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a set of possible and negativ examples,
Abstract representation of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimizat on fr m before, with some
arbitrary examples and features. Note th second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the examples if they h ve only positi exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find stronger pr conditions, which rule certain
positive xamples,
Talk about incomplete.
Example: Our incomplete boole learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vectors as it an and rejects ll the negative and mixed
vectors. For this m trix, it will produc 1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vectors.
Select a mixed vect rs.
Take a subset of examples that have th t vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till w find one that divid s
the sample: either accepts all positive xamples and o n g-
ative examples, or rejects all positive exampl s nd n nega-
tive examples. Pre icates may be u saf f r negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive exa ples. When
a predicat is selected, it is tested against all xamples, a d
discarded if is unsafe for any positive exa ple.
you need to enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols ar pr sent?
each symbolic constant, and repr sentative for each
non-fix d type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate predicates that are well-typed?
Enumeration is type directed. Comparisons, for example,
require their arguments to have the s me type. During gener-
atio , the co aris n en rat s e ch type variable and two
expres ion h vi g hat typ . Symbols re only generated for
xpressi ns w th their typ . If C1 and C2 have di ferent type
variables, they will not occur in the same expression, even
if they could have the same concrete type for certain type
as ignments.
c) Predicates wh re argum nts and return value are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t generate predic t unless on variabl in it.
Literal cons ants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type odel i clud a default type,
used for pr dicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating default-type expressions, each expression must
have a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Predicate enum ration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Gener te a set of predi ates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- mpty feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Saf ty. Find a featur tha divides the feature set but is
safe t perform on all positive exampl s.
give a illustrativ ex mple.
3.3 Incomplete Pr dicate
3.4 Strengthening and We kening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about this notion fe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe i safe. both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given t of possible a d negativ x pl s,
Abstract representation of predicate matrix,
Using th example optimization from before, with some
arbitrary example and features. Note t second feature is
unsafe for the first e ampl , indic ed by th ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency r asons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct v cto s:
Vector +  
> 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a posit v vector,
and >? s ixed.
Classify the examples if they hav only positive exam-
ples, negative exampl s, and mixe v ctors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct prec nd tions,
it s typic l to find stronger preconditions, which rule c rtain
positive examples,
Talk about incomplete.
Exampl : Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 >= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 whic accepts a m ny of the posi-
tive vectors as it can and rejects all the ne ative and mix d
vectors. For this matrix, it will roduce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
L op until we av no mixed v ct rs.
Select a mixed vectors.
Take a subset of example that hav that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either acce ts all p sitive exampl s and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive exampl s and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be u safe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed typ variable (used for width())
In our xample, th se ar C1, C2, a d width(%r)
b) Ge erate p dicates that are well-typed?
E um ratio is ty -directed. Comparisons, for example,
require the r arguments to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each type variable and two
expr ssi ns having that type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their ype. If C1 and C2 hav different type
variables, they will not occur in the same expression, even
if they could hav th same concr te ype for certain type
ss gnmen s.
c) Predicat s where argu ents and return value are dif-
ferent typ .
d) Don’t ge erate a pr icate unless one variable in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed typ . Alive type models i clude a default type,
used for predicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating efault-type expressions, each expression must
have fixe ype or co tai a sub-expr ssion with a fixed
type.
e) Predi t enumeration algorithm.
f) C flic s t -¿
G nerate a set f predicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- empty e tur matrix whi e FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feat re( +, e-) a p nd f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a feature that divides the feature set but is
safe to perf r on all positive examples.
giv a i l strative example.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 St gthening and Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ 1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Thi k about this notion of Safe/U safe.
Negation of unsafe is unsaf . both f d ot f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a et of possible an n g tiv exa le ,
Abstract r pr sen tion of predica e matrix,
Using the example o timization from before, with some
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
0 1 ?
  3
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ? is a positive vector,
and >? is mix d.
Cla sify the examples if they have only positiv exam-
les, n gative examples, and m xed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find str nger prec nditio s, which rule certai
positive xamples,
Talk ab ut incomplete.
Example: Our incomplete boolean l ar er will find a sub-
s t of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 >= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vectors as it can a d rejects all the negative and mixed
vectors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u != 0.
Lo p until we have no mixed v ctors.
Select a mixed ve tors.
Take a sub et of xamples that have that vector.
B gin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
th sample: either accepts all positive examples and n neg-
tiv exa ples, or r jects all positive examples and no nega-
tive example . Predic tes may be unsaf for egative ex m-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive exa ples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, a d
discarded if is unsafe for any positive exa ple.
you need to enumerate predicates
How o w enumerate predicates ()?
a) Wh t symbols r resent?
each symbolic const t, a d a repres ntative fo each
non-fixed type variabl (us d for width())
In our xample, the e ar C1, C2, and wid h(% )
b) G nerat predicat th t a e w ll-typed?
Enumeration s ype-directed. C mparisons, for example,
require their argum ts to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comp riso enumerates ea h type variable and two
expr ssions having t at type. Symbols are only generated for
expressio s with their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
variables, they w ll not occur i the same expr ssion, even
if t ey could hav the sam oncret t e for certai type
as ig ments.
c) Predicates wher argum nts an return value are dif-
ferent types.
) Don’t generate a predicate unless one variabl in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models incl e a default type,
used for pr dicates su h a width(%r) 1. Exc pt when
generating d fault-type ex r ssi ns, ea expression must
have a fixed typ or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
) Predicate enumeration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predi ates enumerate possibl pr di-
cat s
FM ¡- empty feature ma rix whil FM has conflict ve -
tors: v ¡- s lect a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
eature( +, e-) a p nd f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- L arnBoole n(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Fi a featu e that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positiv examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Strengthening and Weakening
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The correspondi g conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ 1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe is unsaf . both f and not f reject v
which is unsa e.
Input: Giv n a set of possible a d egativ amples,
Abstract repres ntation of pr dicate m trix,
U ing he example optimization fr m before, with some
arbitrary xamples and features. Note the s c nd fea ure is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 ?
  4 2 >
+ 2 2 ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix b ve has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
? 1
1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ? is a positive vector,
and >? is mixed.
Classify th examples if they hav only positive exam-
ples, n gativ examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want su cinct preconditions,
it is typ cal to find stron er p econditions, which rule cer ain
positive examples,
Talk about incompl te.
Example: Our ncompl te boolean le rner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vectors as it can and rej cts all the negative and mixed
ctors. For th s matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vector .
Select a mix d vectors.
Take subs t of examples that have that vector.
Begin enumerating predica e till we find one hat divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rej cts al posit ve xamples and no ega-
tive e . P edicates may be unsafe for n g tive exam-
pl s, but c nnot b unsaf for any po itiv examples. When
a predicate is sel cted, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if i unsafe for any positive examp e.
you need to e umerate predicat s
How do w enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are pres nt?
each symbolic con tant, and a representative for each
non-fix d typ vari ble (us d for width())
In our exampl , these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) G ne ate pr dicat s that are well-typed?
En meration is type- ir cted. Comparisons, for example,
requir their argument to have the sa e type. During gen r-
ation, the comparison enumerates eac type variable a two
expressions having tha type. Symbol are onl gene ated for
expressions wit their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
variables, they ill n t occur in th s e expressio , even
if they could have the ame oncrete type for c rtain type
ssignments.
c) Predicat s wher argumen s and return value are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t generate a predicate unless one variable in it.
Literal constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type m dels i lude a default type,
used for predicat s such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating default-type expre sions, each expression must
have a fixed typ or contai a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Predicat enumeration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate set of predic tes enumerate possible predi-
cates
M ¡- mpty featur matrix whil FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict vect r e+, - ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- parti ion FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find featur that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positiv ex mples.
giv a illustr tive ex m le.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Strengthening and Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆ = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆ = X ( 2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think ab ut this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe is unsafe. both f and not f rej ct v
which is unsafe.
Inpu : Given a s t of po ble and neg tiv examples,
Abstract represen ation of predicate matrix,
Using the example opti ization from b fore, with s me
arbitrary examples and features. Note the second feature is
unsafe for the first exam le, indicated by th ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 > ?
+ 2 4 ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ?
Efficiency reasons group l rows w th t ame v ctor.
The matr x above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> are negative ectors, ?? is a po i iv vect r,
and >? i mixed.
Cl ssify th xamples if they have only positiv exam-
ples, negativ examples, nd mixed vectors.
H ghlight compiler writers want succinct precondit ons,
it is typical to find strong r pr con tions, which rule certain
positive examples,
Talk about incomplet
Example: Our incompl te boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which acce t a many of the posi-
tive ct rs as it can an r jects all the negative and m xed
vectors. For this matrix, i l produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
L op until we av no mixed vectors.
Sel ct a ixed vectors.
Take a subset of ex mples that hav that vect r.
Begin num rating pr dicate ll we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
tive examples, or rejects all positiv examples and no neg -
tive xamples. Predicates may be unsafe fo negat ve exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive xamples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate redicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type v iable (used for width())
In r example, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate redicates that are well-typed?
Enu rat on is ty -dir cted. Compa isons, for example,
require their arguments to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison numerates each type variable and two
express ons having that ty . Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
v ri ble , th y will not o cur in the same expression, even
if th y could h ve th sa c crete type for certain type
assignments.
c) Pr dic tes where a guments and return value are dif-
f rent types.
d) Don’t g n rate a pr icate unle s on variable in it.
Li eral nst ts and ome functi s, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
used for edicat s such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
gen rating efaul -type expressions, each expression must
h ve a fixed type or c tain a sub-ex ression with a fixed
type.
e) Pre ate num tio algo ith .
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- empty fea re matrix while FM has conflict vec-
t rs: v ¡- elect a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to F
v+, v- ¡- partition F c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
S fety. F nd f atur that divides the feature set but is
safe t perf rm n ll positiv exampl s.
give a illustrative example.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Stre gth ning and Weakening
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C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
The corresp ing conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3. Learn ng Predicates
Think ab ut this no ion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of u s f is unsa . both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Giv a set of possibl and negativ exampl s,
Abstract r presenta ion f p edicate matri ,
Using th exam e optimiza ion f om befo , w th som
arbitrary ex mples and features. Note the second f ture is
unsafe for th first exampl , indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 / C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons g oup ll rows w th th ame vector.
The matrix ab v h s f ur distinct vectors:
V ctor +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? nd ?> ar n gative c ors, ?? s a positive vector,
and >? is ix d.
Classify th exa ples if they have only posi ive exam-
ples, negativ ex mples, and ix d vectors.
Highlight compiler writers wan suc i ct precond ions,
it is typical t find str nger pr con itions, which rul c tain
ositiv examples,
Talk about i complete.
Example: Our inc mplete bool an le rner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, 1 u>= 2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 / C2 != 0 whic accepts a many f the s -
tive vectors s it can and rejects all th negative and mixed
vec or . For this matrix, it will prod ce 1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
L op until we hav no mixed vect rs.
Sel ct a mixe vectors.
Take a subs t of examples hat have th t vect .
B gin umer ting pr dic te till w find o e that d vides
the sampl : either cc pts ll positiv xa ples and no neg-
ativ examples, or rejects all positiv examples and no nega-
tiv examples. redicat s may be uns fe for ne ative xam-
ples, but cann t be unsafe for any positiv examples. When
a predicate is selec d, it is tested against all exa ples, and
d scarded if is unsafe for any positiv example.
y u eed to numerate predicates
How do we numer te predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic co stant, and a repr sentative for each
non-fixe type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate predic t s that are well-typed?
Enum ration s typ -directed. Compa isons, for example,
r quir th ir arguments to hav the same type. Du ing gener-
ation, comp rison numerates each type variable and two
expr ssions havin th t type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 nd C2 have diff rent type
vari bles, th y ill not occur i the same expression, even
if th y coul h ve the sam concr te type for certain type
as ignments.
c) Pre ic tes wher argum n s and return value are dif-
f rent types.
d) D ’t gen rate a predicate unless one variable in it.
Literal c stants and some fun tions, suc as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
used f r predicates such s wi th(%r) u> 1. Except when
n r g defaul - pe expr ssions, each expre sion must
have a fix d type or contain a sub- xpression with a fixed
typ .
) Predicate e um r t on algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Gen rate a set of pr dicat s numerat oss ble predi-
cates
FM ¡- mpty feature matrix w ile FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a conflict v ctor e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- L rnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Saf y. Find a fe ture that divides the feat re set but is
saf to perform on ll positiv xamples.
give a illustrativ example.
3.3 Incompl te Predicate
3.4 Str gthening and Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ 2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 L arni g Predicates
Think about thi notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of safe i unsafe. b h f and not f reject v
wh ch is un afe.
Input: Given a set of possible nd negative exampl ,
Abstract re resentation of p edic te matrix,
Using the ex mple p imization from bef re, with some
arbitrary xampl s and features. Note the s cond feature s
unsafe for the fir t exampl , indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix ve h s fou distinct v ctors:
Vector +  
>? 1
> 1 1
?> 1
? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vect r,
and >? is ixed.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, n gative examples, and m xed vectors.
Highlight c pi r writers wa t succi ct pr cond tio s,
it is typical to find stronger preconditio s, which rule certain
positive xamples,
Talk about incompl te.
Example: Our inco lete bo le n learner will find a sub-
set of he predic tes C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ != 0 hich accepts as many of the posi-
tive vectors s it can and rejects all th negative and ix d
vectors. For this atrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we h v no mixed vect rs.
Select a mixed vectors.
Take a sub et of exampl s th t have that vector.
Begin enumerating pr dic te till we find one th t divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
y u ne to numerate predicates
How do we enum rate predicat s ()?
a) What symbols r resent?
ach symbolic constant, an a representative r ach
non-fix d type variable (used for width())
In our example, th se are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) G erate predicates that are well-typed?
En rat on is type- ir cted. Comparisons, for example,
requir their argum nts to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each type variable and two
expres ions h ving that type. Symbols are only generated for
expressions with their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
variables, they will not occur in th s m expression, even
if they could have t e same concrete type for certain type
assignments.
c) Predicates w re argum nts nd r tu n value are dif-
fer nt ty es.
d on’t gen rat a predicat unless one variable in it.
Literal cons ant and som functions, such as width, have
no fix d type. Alive type models i clude a default type,
u ed f r predic te uch a widt (% ) u> 1. Except when
generating default-type expressions, each expression must
hav a fixed typ or contai sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Predic t enumeration algorithm.
f) onflic set -¿
Generate a set of p ed cates enumerat possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- e p y feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: ¡- select a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Fe r (e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
af ty. Find a featur that divi es the f ature set but is
safe to perform on ll positive examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 S re gthening and Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negati n of u saf is unsafe. both f and not f rej ct v
which is unsafe.
Input: Give a set of ossible and negative examples,
Abstract re entatio of p dicat matrix,
Using the ex ple optimization fro befor , with some
arbitrary exam les and featur s. Note the se on f a ur is
unsaf or the first example, indicated by the ?.
C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u 1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
2 3
+ 4
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 ?
Effici ncy reasons group all rows with th sam vector.
Th m trix abov has f ur distinct v ctors:
V ctor +  
>? 1
>? 1
?>
? 1
>? and ?> are n g iv ctors, ?? i a ositiv vector,
and ? is mix d.
Classify the examples if they h only positiv xa -
ples, negative xampl s, and mixed vect rs.
Highlight c piler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find stro ger preco ditions, which rule certain
positive exampl s,
Talk about i complete.
Example: Our inc mpl te boolean lear er will find a sub-
set of th p edi ates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 / 2 != 0 which accepts a man of th po i-
tive vectors as it c n and r j ct all th negative and mixed
vect r . For this atrix, it will produc C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loo until we have no ixed vectors.
Selec mixed vectors.
Tak a subset of xamples h t have that vect .
B g n numer ting predic te till w fi d one that divides
the sample: either acc ts all positive examples and no eg-
ative exampl s, or rejects all positive ex mpl s and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be un fe for ne ative xam-
ples, but cannot be unsaf for a y positive x mples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested ag inst all examples, and
discarded if is un af for ny positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
H w do we e r t r i t s ()?
a) What symbols are pres nt?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these ar C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Ge r te redicat s th t are well-type ?
Enume a ion is type-directed. Comparisons, for example,
requi th ir argume ts to hav th same type. During gener-
ation, the compariso enumerates each type variable and two
x ressions having at ty S mbols re only gen r ted for
essi s with their typ . If C1 and C2 have ifferent type
vari bles, hey will not ccu in the sam xpression, even
f th y could h ve th sa concr te type for certain type
assign ents.
c) Pr dica es where argu ents and return value are dif-
f rent typ s.
d) Don’t generate a predicate unl ss one variable in it.
Literal o t ts nd som fu ctions, such as width, have
no fix d type. Alive type models i clude a default type,
used for predicat s such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
generati g d f ult-type xp ssions, each expression must
hav fixe typ or c ntain sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Pr dicate numer tion algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- em ty feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
t rs: v ¡- s lect a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
F a ure( +, -) ppend f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
S fety. Find a feature that divides the f ature set but is
s fe t pe form o ll posi ive xamples.
give a illustrative example.
3 3 Incompl Pr dicat
3.4 Strengthening and Weakening
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The corresponding conditio s and valu s are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ z x (C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicate
Think about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of uns fe is u fe. both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given et of ossible a d n gativ xamples,
Abstract repr se ation of predicat rix,
Using the example opti ization from efore, with some
arbitrary xample and f ature . Note the second e tu e is
unsafe for the first example, ndicat d by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 / C1 == 0
  0 1 >
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matr x above has four di tinc v ctor :
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> e egativ v c rs, ?? is positive vector,
and >? is mix d.
Classify the e amples if they have n y positive xam-
ple , negative exam le , and i ed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want u inct precondi ions,
it is typical to find stronger r conditions, whi h rule certain
positive examples,
Talk about incomplete.
Ex mple: Our incomple e bo l an er w ll find ub-
s t f the predicat s C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, d C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as ma y of the posi-
tive vectors as t can and rej cts all the negative and mix d
vectors. For this matrix, it will uc C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we h ve no mixed v ors.
Select a mixe vecto s.
Take subset of examples that have that vector.
B gin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be nsafe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need t enumerate pr dicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) W at symbols are resent?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type vari bl (us d for width())
I ur e a these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Ge rate redic tes th t are well-typed?
Enumeratio is type- irect d. Co p risons, for xample,
require their argume ts to have th sa e t pe. During gener-
at o , th comparis n umera a h type variable and two
expr ssions having that type. Symbols are only generated for
xpress n with hei ype. If C1 an C2 ave dif er e
variables, they will not ccur in the sa e expressi
if hey could ve the s me concrete type for certain type
assig ments.
c) Predicat s where arguments and return val e are dif-
f re t typ .
d) Do ’t gen rate a predicat less one variable in it.
Li e l cons ants an s m funct ons, s ch s width, have
o fixed t . Aliv type models incl de a default type,
used fo predic s ch w dth(%r) u> 1. Except when
gen rating default-type expr ssio s, e ch xpression must
hav a fix type or contain a sub-expr ssion with a fixed
typ .
e) Pr dic t e umeratio algorith .
f) Conflict s -¿
Generate a s t of predicates en erate possibl p edi-
cates
FM ¡- empty feature trix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- sele t a c flict v ct r e+, e ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
F a ure(e+, e-) appe f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partitio FM c ¡- L arnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
S f ty. Fi d a f atur t a divides the feature set but is
safe to perform o all p sitiv examples.
give a illustrative exa ple.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Str gtheni g a d We kening
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The corresponding conditi ns and values are:
1 6= 0
  ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
  ⌘ C2 1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 L arning Predicates
Thi k about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negati n of unsafe i unsafe. both f an not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Give a set of po sible a d n gative examples,
Abstract repr sentatio f pr dicat matri ,
Using the exa ple optimization from b fore, with some
arbitrary ex m les and featur s. Note the second fea ure is
u saf for th first example, indicated by th ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 / C1 == 0
  0 1 ?
2 3 > ?
2 4 >
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Effici ncy reasons group all rows with the same vector.
The matrix above has four dis inct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
> 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and are n gativ vec ors, ?? is a positiv vector,
and ? is mix d.
Classify the exa pl s if they have only positive xam-
ples, negative xampl , nd mi vect rs.
Highlight pil r writers want suc inct preconditions,
it is typical to find stronge preco ditions, which rule cer ain
positive exampl s,
Talk about inco plete.
Example: Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub-
et of the pr dicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vectors as it can d r jects all the negative and mixed
v t rs. For this atrix, it will produc C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until w v no ixed v ct rs.
Select mix d vecto s.
Tak a subs of examples hat h v th t vect r.
B gin n merati g predicat till we find one that divides
the sample: eith r acc pts all positiv examples and no neg-
ativ exampl s, or rejects all positive ex mples and no nega-
ti exa pl s. Predicates may be un afe for neg tive exam-
ples, but can ot be unsaf for a y positive xamples. When
a predicate is sel cted, i is tested ag inst all examples, and
discarded if is un af for ny positive example.
you ed o e um rat predicates
H w do we enumerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each sy bolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In ou example, these are C1, 2, and width(%r)
b) G nerate pr dicates th t ar well-typed?
E u ra ion is type-directed. Comparisons, for example,
r q i their argume ts to have the same type. During gener-
tion, th com arison enumerates each type variable and two
expressions having that type. S mbols re only generated for
expr ssions wi h their type. If C1 and C2 have ifferent type
v riables, they will not occur i the sam xpression, even
if they could have the same concrete type for certain type
assignme s.
c) Predicates where argu ents and return value are dif-
fer nt types.
) Do ’t ge ate pr dicate unless one variable in it.
Literal co sta ts nd some fu ctions, such as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
us d for predicat s such as w dth(%r) u> 1. Except when
generating default-type expressions, each expression must
hav fixe t or contain sub- xpression wi h a fixed
t e.
e) Predicat numeration algorith .
f) Confl ct se -¿
G nerate a et of predicates enumerate possible predi-
at s
FM ¡- e pty f ture matrix while FM has conflict vec-
to s: v ¡- s lect a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
F ature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v , v- ¡- a titi n FM c - Lear Boolean(v+, v-) return c
S f y. Find a feature that divides the f ature set but is
safe t perform on ll positive examples.
give a il ustr tiv example.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Strengthe ing and Weakening
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(f) Predicate Matrix  and distinct pr dicate v ctors after enu erating two  features.  Each 
predicate v ctor has the number of po itive and n gative xamples accepted by th  vector.
The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = z xt(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C ÷ C 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Thi k ab t this notion of S fe/Unsafe.
Neg tion of ns f i unsafe. both f a d not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a s t of possible and n g tiv xamples,
Ab tr c repr ent tion f pr dicate mat ix,
Using t e exam le ptimiz tio rom ef re, with some
arbitra y xamples and features. Not h second feature is
u safe for the first example, indicat d by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 >
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Effici nc r as s gr u ll ow wit e sa vector.
The matr x abo ha four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
??
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positiv v ctor,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the examples if they have only positive exam-
ples, negativ ex m les, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succinct preconditions,
it is typical to fin tr ng r prec ndi i ns, which rule certain
p sitive xamp e ,
Talk about i co plete.
Examp : Our inc pl te boolean learner will find a sub-
set f th p edicates C1 u< C2, C1 >= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 hich accepts as many of h posi-
tive v ctors as it can a d rejects all the negative and mixed
ve tors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we have no mixed vector .
S lec a m xed vectors.
Take a subset of examples that have that vector.
Begin enu erating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no neg-
ative exam les, or rejects all positive examples and no n ga-
tive examples. Predicat s m y be unsa for negativ exam-
pl s, but c not be unsafe for a positive examples. When
predicate is select d, it is test against all examples, and
discard d f is unsafe for any p itiv example.
y u ne to num ate predicates
How do w numerate predicates ()?
a) What ymbols are pr s nt?
e ch sy bolic c nstant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these ar C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) G e te predica es that are well-typ d?
Enumer io is type-dir cted. Comparisons, for exampl ,
r q ire their rgum n s to have the s me e. Du ng gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates ach type variable and two
expressions having that type. Symbols ar only g nerated for
expres ions with their type. If C1 nd C2 have different type
variables, they ill not ccur in he same expression, even
if th y could h v th a e c crete typ for certain typ
assignm nts.
c) Predicates wh re argu ents and return value are dif-
f rent es.
d) Don’t generate a pr icate nless one vari ble n it.
Lite al constants and some functions, s ch as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
u ed for redicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
g n r ting default-typ xpressions, each expression must
h ve fix d ype or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
) Pr ic numerati l orithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Gener t a set of predic tes enumerate po sible predi-
cat s
FM ¡- empty feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- sel ct a conflict v t r e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
F ture(e+, e-) append f to
v+, v- ¡- p rtitio FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safe y. Find feature that ivides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive ex ples.
give a illustrative example.
3.3 Incomplete Pr dicate
3.4 St ngth ning and Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 1).
3.2 Lear i g Pr icates
Think about this otion of S f /Unsafe.
Negatio of uns f is uns fe. bo h f and ot f r jec v
w ich i u safe.
Input: Giv s t f ossi le a d egativ amples,
Abstract repr s t tion of predicat matrix,
Using the example optimiz tion from efor , with some
arbitrary examples n f atur s. Not the s c d f ature is
u safe for the first example, ndicat by th ?.
C2 1 u< C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reaso s group all rows wit the same v ctor.
The at ix above has four distin v ctors:
Vect +  
>? 1
> 1 1
> 1
? 1
and ?> re n g tiv ect r , ? is a positive vector,
a >? is mixed.
Classify t e exa pl s if they have only positive exam-
ples, negative xa pl s, and mixed vectors.
H ghlight compil r w it rs want suc inct precondi ions,
it is typical to find s ronger r c nditions, which ule certa n
positive examples,
Talk about incom lete
Ex m le: Ou incomp te b ole n learner will find a sub-
set f the predic tes C1 u< C , u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 / 2 != 0 which acce t s many of th po
tive vectors as it can and rejects ll th negative and mixe
vectors. For this matrix, it will produce C1 u C & C2
/u C1 != 0
Loop until w hav no mixed v ctors.
Sele t a mix d vecto s.
Take a ubs t of examples that have that vector.
Begin enumerating predicate till we find one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positive examples and no eg-
ative xam les, or rejects all positive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe f r negative exam-
ples, but c nnot b unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all xamples, an
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
H do e er t predicates ()?
a) ols are pr sent?
each lic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our xam le, these are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) G ner e predicate that are well-typed?
E u r ti is ype-directed. Comparisons, for example,
r quire t en s to hav the same type. During gener-
ati , the i o enumerat s each type variabl and two
expr ss ons having t at type. Symbols are only g erated for
ex ressions w th their type. If C1 and C2 have different type
vari bles, y will not occu i the same exp ession, even
if t e ould hav e sam co crete type for certain type
ass gn nts.
c) Predicates where arguments and return value are dif-
fere ypes
d) Don’t generate redicate unless one variable in it.
Li e al co s and ome functions, such as width, have
o fix live type models include default type,
s for tes such wi th(%r) u> 1. Except when
gen rat ng d fa lt-type expr ssions, each expression must
h v a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
e) Predicate enumeration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of r dicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- e ty feat r rix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- s lect a onflict vector e+, - ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
F ature(e+, e-) pend f to F
v+, v- ¡- p tition FM c ¡- LearnBool an(v+, v-) return c
S f ty. Find a f ature that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive examples.
ive a illustrati e example.
3.3 I co lete Predic te
3.4 Strengthe ing a d Weakening
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Num +ve 
examples
Num –ve 
examples
Th corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X, )⇥ zext( 1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ 2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predic tes
Think about this notion of S fe/Unsafe.
Neg tion of ns f i un afe. both f and not f r j ct v
which is unsaf .
Input: G v n a s t of pos ble nd negativ examples,
Abstract representation of predic te atr x,
Using the xample ptimizati rom before, with s me
arbitrary exam les and features. Note the s con eature is
unsafe for the first example, i dicated by the ?.
C1 2 C1 < C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
0 1
  3
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 >
+ 2 2 ?
Efficiency r asons gro p all ows with t e sam vect r.
Th m trix above ha four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
?
>? 1
> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> a e negative vectors, ?? is a positi e v cto ,
and >? is mixed.
Classify th examples if they ha e only positive exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler write s want succinct prec diti ns,
it i ypical to find tronger recondi o s, which rule certain
po itive exam l s,
Talk about incomplete.
Example: Our i complete b olea learner will fi d a sub-
set of the pr dicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 / C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as m ny of t posi-
tive v ctors as it can nd rejects all th neg tive and ix d
v ctors. For this matrix, it will roduce C1 u>= C && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until e have n mix ectors.
S lect a ixed v ctors.
Take a subset of xamples tha hav that vector.
Begin numerating redicate t ll w find o e that divides
the sa l : ithe accepts a l po itive examples and no eg
ative examples, or reje t all positive examples and no nega
tiv xamples. Pr dicates may be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, bu cannot be unsafe for any pos tiv examples. When
a predic e is select d, it is teste agai st all xamples, and
disc rd d if i unsafe for any positiv example.
you ne d o
How do we enum ate p dicat s ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, and a representative for each
on-fixed ty e variable (used for width())
In our x m l , th ar C1, C2, nd wi th(%r)
b) Gener te predicates that re wel -typ d?
Enu erati n is type-direct d. Compariso s, for example,
require their argume ts to have the same typ . During gener-
ation, the comparison enu erates each type variabl nd two
having ha type. Symbols are only gen rated for
exp ess ons with their type. If C1 and C2 have different typ
variables, they ill not occur in th same expression, even
if they could h ve the same concrete typ for certain type
assignm s.
c) Predicat s where arguments and return value are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t generate a pr dicate unless one vari ble in it.
Lite al onstants and so e functio s, su h as idth, have
o fixed type. Aliv type dels include a faul type,
us d fo pre ic tes su h a width(%r) u> 1. Except when
ge r ing efault-type exp ssions, each expression must
hav a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
typ .
e Predicate enumeration algorithm.
) Conflict set -¿
G n r te a set of predicates enumerate possible predi-
cates
FM ¡- mp y f ure matrix whil FM has conflict vec
to s: v ¡- sel ct o flict v t r e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) a pend f t
v+, v- ¡- p rtition FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a feature hat divides the featur set but is
safe to perform on all positive examples.
give a illustrative exa l .
3.3 Inco plete Predicate
3.4 St ngth ning a d Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zex (X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
N atio of uns f is unsafe. both f and not f r ject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Give a set of possible nd n gative xa pl s,
Ab tract representation o pre ic e matrix,
Using t xample opti ization from before, w th so e
arbitra y xampl s and fe tures. No th s con f tur is
unsaf f r the firs example, i dicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
4 2 ? >
2 2 ? ?
Efficiency r asons group all rows with the sam v ctor.
The matrix abov has four distinct ctors:
ector +  
>? 1
> 1 1
?> 1
? 1
? and ?> are negative v ctors, ?? is a positive v ctor,
? is mixed.
lassi y th examples if th y hav only positive exam-
ples, negative xamples, a d ixed vectors.
Hig lig t ompiler writers want uc inct preconditions,
it i ty ic l to find st nger pr conditions, which rul c rt in
positive e ampl s,
Talk abou inco plete.
Example: Our incomplet boole n learner will find a sub-
se of th predicat s C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as many of th posi-
tive v ct rs s it ca and rejects all the negative an mixed
ve tor . F r t is m trix, it will produce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop unti e have no m xed vectors.
S l ct a mixed ctors.
Take a subset of ex m les t at have that ctor.
Begi n m ating predicate till we find one that divides
the a ple: either accepts ll positiv examples and no g-
ive x m l s, or ej cts all posi ive exampl s and n nega-
t x les. Pr dic te m y be unsafe fo egative xam-
ple , but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a pre icate s s lected, it is tested against all examples, a d
di carded if is unsa e f r any positive example.
you need to enumerate predicates
How do we enumerate predicates ()?
) Wh t symbols are present?
ea h symbolic constant, and a representative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, these are C1, C2, and widt (%r)
b) Ge r te predica es that a well-typed?
Enumeratio is type-directe . Comp risons, for example,
requir th ir arguments to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each type variable and two
xp ssio s having that type. Sy bols are o ly generated for
xpr ssions with th ir type. If C1 a d C2 have different type
vari bl s, they will n t occur i the same expression, even
if they could have the same concrete type for c rtain type
ssignm ts.
c) P dic wh r a guments and return value are dif-
fer nt typ s.
d) Don’t g nera e predicate unless one variable in it.
Literal constants and som functions, such as width, have
n fixed type. Alive type models include a default type,
used for predicat s such as wi th(%r) u> 1. Except when
gen rating d fault-type expressions, each expression must
hav a fix d type or contain a sub- xpr ssio with a fixed
typ .
) Pred cate num ration algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
G nerate a set of pr dicates enum rate possible predi-
c
FM ¡- empty f ature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
t rs: v ¡- el ct a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a featur that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all p sitive examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.3 Incomplete Predicate
3.4 Stre gthening and Weakening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ z xt(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learni g Predicates
Thi k abo t this no ion of Saf /Uns fe.
N g tio f unsafe is unsafe. both f n t f reject
whic is unsafe.
Input: Giv n a set f possible an negativ xa ples,
Abstract repr sentation of predicate atrix,
Usi g t e x ple optimizatio f om efor , with some
rbitrary xamples and featur s. N t th s co d feature i
unsaf for the fir t exam le, indicate by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 ?
+ 2 4 ?
  4 2 >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all row with th s e v cto .
The matrix abo e has fo r di ti ct vectors:
Vector  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
? 1
? and ?> ar negat ve vectors, ?? is a ositi e vect r,
and >? i mix d.
C a sify the xampl s if t ey h ve nly po iti e xam-
pl s, n ga ive a les, nd mixed vec rs.
Highlight co piler writers want succi ct re onditions,
it is typical t find strong r preconditions, hi h rul ce tain
positive xamples,
Talk about incompl e.
Example: Our incom te boolean le rner will find a sub-
set of the predicate 1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and u/ C2 != 0 wh ch ac epts as many of the posi-
t ve v ct r t can and rejects all t e negative and ix d
v ct rs. Fo this matrix, i will pro uce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
L o until w have no mixed v ctors.
Sel ct ixed vector .
Take a sub et f x pl s th ha that vect r.
Begin enu at g pr dicate till we find one that divides
the sam le: e h r acc p s ll p sit x mples and no neg-
ative examples, r r jects all positiv examples a d no n g -
tive examples. Predicates may be u safe for negative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive ex mples. When
a predicate is selected, it is tested a a nst ll exampl s, and
discard d if is unsafe for any positive exampl .
you need t enumerate predicates
How do we enu erate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
e ch symbolic constant, an a representative for each
non-fixed typ variable (u d for width())
In our exampl , th se r C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Gener t redicates t at are well-ty ed?
Enum r tion is type-directed. Comp risons, for exampl ,
requir t eir ar um nts to have the same type. During gener-
tion, th compariso enumerates e ch type variable and two
xpre sions having that type. Symbols are only g nerated for
ex ressions wi h their type. If C1 C2 hav different typ
variables, they will not cur i th sam expression, even
if h y could h ve the same concrete type for certain type
assignments.
c) Predi at s where arguments and r turn value are dif-
fe ent types.
d) Don’t g nerate a pre ic te unl ss e variable in i .
Lite al constants a d som functions, such as wi th, have
no fix d pe. A ive type mod l include a default type,
s d for predicate such as w dth(%r) u> 1. Except when
g n rating def ult-type express on , ach expression must
have a fixe typ or tain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
) Predicate nu erati algorithm.
f) Co flict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enum rat possible predi-
cat s
FM ¡- empty fe tur matrix while FM h s conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- s l ct a conflict vec r e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
F atur (e+, -) app d f to FM
v+, - ¡- pa t tion FM c ¡- Le rnBoolean(v+, v-) r turn c
S ty. Find a f ature that divides the feature set but is
saf to perform on ll positive examples.
gi a illustrative exa ple.
3.3 I complete Predicate
3.4 S rengthening and Weakening
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The correspo ding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ 2 6 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = ze t(X ⇥ C ,w)
 t ⌘ 2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ 1)÷ 2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think abou this notion of S fe/Unsafe.
Negatio of unsaf is unsaf . both f and not f reje t v
which is unsafe.
Input: Give a set of possible and nega i e examples,
Abstract r prese ation of predic te matrix,
Using the ex mpl optimizati n rom b fore, with ome
arbitrary xampl s and fe ures. Note the s cond fea re is
unsaf for the first example, indicated by th ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  3 > ?
+ 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency ea s group all rows with the same vecto .
The atrix above has four distinct vectors:
V ctor +  
> 1
> 1 1
?> 1
? 1
>? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a ositi e vector,
and >? s mix d.
Classify h exa ples if they have only p sitive exam-
pl s, n ativ exam les, and mixed vectors.
Highligh compiler w it rs want succin t preconditio s,
i i typical to fi d trong preconditions, which rul certain
positiv examples,
Talk about incomplete.
Exa ple: Our inco plete bo lean learner will find a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C ==
, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 which acc ts a m y of th posi-
tiv vectors as it c n nd r jects all the eg tive and mixed
ve t rs. For this matrix, it will pr duce 1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we hav no mixed ectors.
Sel ct a ixe v ctor .
Tak sub t of exam le t at hav that vector.
Begi e umer ting pr dicate till w find one that divides
the sample: either acc p s all positive examples and no eg-
ative ex mples, r r ject all posi ive examples and no nega-
tive examples. Pr icat s ay be unsafe for negative exam-
ples, but c not be unsaf for any positive examples. Whe
a predicate is sel cted, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is unsafe for any positive example.
you nee to numerat predicates
How do we numerat predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
ach symbolic const t, an a repr sentative f r each
non-fix d typ v iable (used for wid h())
In our exam l , thes ar C1, C2, nd width(%r)
b) Generat p ed cat s that ar well-ty d?
E u rati is - irect d. Comparisons, for example,
requ re eir rguments to have the s me typ . Du ing gener-
ation, the comparison enumerates each ty e va iable a d two
expression having th t type. Symbols ar only g nerated for
expres ions with their type. If C1 and C2 have diff rent type
variabl s, they will not occur in th same expression, even
if they ould have the same concr t ype for certain type
assig me ts.
c) Predicat s wh arguments and eturn valu are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t generate a p edicate unless one variable in it.
Literal onstants d s m functions, such as width, have
no fixe typ . Alive t models include a default yp ,
us d r redicates such as wid h(%r) > 1. Except when
generating default-typ xpressions, each expre sion must
hav a fixed typ o c ain a sub-expression with a fixed
typ .
e) P ed cate en m ration algorith .
f) Conflict s t -¿
G nerat s t of predic t s e erate possible pr di-
cat s
FM ¡- emp y f at re m trix whi FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select conflict ve tor +, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
F ature(e , e-) p nd f o FM
v+, v- ¡- partition FM c ¡- L arnBool n(v+, v-) return c
Safety. Find a fe tur that divides the feature set but is
safe to perform on all positive examples.
give a illus rati e xample.
3.3 Incomple e Predicate
3.4 Strengtheni g nd W akening
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The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ z xt(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learni g Predicates
Think out t is notion f Safe/U saf .
N gatio of nsafe is u s f . both f n n t f reject v
whic is unsafe.
Input: G ven a set of possible a d negative ex mpl ,
Abstract repr s t tion o redicate atrix,
Usi g the x m l pti ization from befo e, wi h som
arbit ary e l s and res. N te th s nd feature is
uns fe fo the first exa , indica d by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 < C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
0 1 > ?
  3
+ 2 4 ?
  4 2 >
+ 2 2 ?
Efficien y easons group all rows wi h th s me v ctor.
T m rix above as four di tinc vectors:
Vect r  
> 1
>? 1 1
> 1
? 1
>? a d ?> are negative vectors, ?? i p si iv ctor,
and >? is mixed.
Classify th x mples f th y have nly p sitive xam-
pl s, gative e les, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers wa t succinct preconditions,
it is typical to find s r nger precondit ons, h ch rule c rtain
posi iv exa les,
Talk out inc pl te.
E a e: Our i co t lea learn r will find a ub-
set of th p edicates C1 u< C2, C1 >= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 / C2 != 0 which accepts as many of the posi-
tive vect rs as t can and r jects all the n gative and mixed
v ctors. F t is a rix, it wil pro uce C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop u til we h v o mixe vectors.
Select a mixe vectors.
Tak a subset of xamples that h ve that v ctor.
Begin enumerating pre icate till we find one that divides
the sample: ith r accepts all p sitive examples and no neg-
ative examples, or rejects all o itive examples and no ne a-
tive examples. Predicates may be unsafe for egative exam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicat is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
disc rded if is unsafe for a y p sitive exa pl .
ou need to enumerate predicates
H w do we e umerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
ach sy bolic constant, and a r presentative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, th se are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate pr icates t at are well-typed?
Enum ration is type-directed. Comparisons, for example,
r quire their arg ents to have the same type. During gener-
ation, the co parison enumerates ach type va iable and two
r sions h ving that type. Sy bols are ly ge erated for
expressi ns wit their type. If C1 d C2 h ve different type
variables, ey will not ccur i th same expression, even
if the could have th same concr te type for certain type
assignments.
c) Pr dic t s wh r a gume ts and return value are dif-
f r n typ .
d) Don’t generate pr dicate u l ss one variable in it.
Literal constants and som f nctions, such as width, have
n fixed t e. Alive ty models include a default type,
us d for predicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
gen rat ng efaul -type expr i ns, each expression must
hav a fixed type or contain a sub-expression with a fixed
type.
) Pr dicate enum ration algorith .
f) Conflict set -¿
Generate a set of predicates enumerate possible predi-
cat s
FM ¡- empty feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- s lect a conflict vector e+, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Featur (e+, e-) appen f to FM
v+, v- ¡- par itio FM c ¡- LearnBoo an(v+, v-) eturn c
Safety. Find a feature that divides the feature set but is
saf to pe form on all positive examples.
give a illustrativ example.
3.3 I compl te Predicate
3.4 Strengthe ing and Weakening
Re er nces
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The correspo ding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ 2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predic t s
Think bout this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Ne ati of unsaf is unsafe. both f a d n t f reject
w ch is nsafe.
Input: Giv n a s t of possible a d negativ xampl s,
Abstract epresentati n of predicat atrix,
Using e exa ple pti zation fr m bef re, with some
itrary exampl s a d f ur s. N t th s cond feature is
n f for th first x mple, indicat d by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
2 3 ?
2 4 > ?
4 2 >
2 2 ? ?
Efficiency rea ns group all ro s with the sam v ct r.
The matr x bove has fou distinc vect rs:
Vect r +  
? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
? 1
>? and ? are negative vectors, ?? is a osit v ctor,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the e mple if th y have only positive exam-
ples, negative examples, and mixed vect rs.
Highligh co pile w iters want succinct r conditions,
i is typical to fi d strong r preconditions, w ich rule ce ta
positive exampl s,
Ta k abo t inco pl te.
Ex m : Our inc p te b ol ea er will fi d a su -
s t of t e pr dicates C1 u< C2 C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 w ich accepts as many of the posi-
ti v tor as it c d rejects all h n g iv d mixe
vecto s. For th s matr x, it will p oduc C1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we ave o x d vectors.
Select a mi ed v ctors.
Take ubs t of exampl s t t hav th t vect .
B gin enumerating predicate till we fi d one that ivides
th sa ple: ith r accepts all positive xamples a d o neg-
at ve examples, or r jects all positive exampl s a d o ne -
tive examples. Predic tes may be unsafe for egative xam-
ples, but cannot be unsafe for any positive examples. When
a predicate is selected, it i tested gainst all examples, and
discard d if is unsafe for any positive example.
y u need to e um rat predicates
How do we enum rat predicates ()?
a) What symbols ar present?
each symbolic cons a t, and a presentative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for width())
In our example, thes are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Gen r t predica es that ar well-typed?
Enu ration is type-directed. Compari ons, for example,
requir their arguments to av the same type. During gener-
ti , the com arison enu rates each type variable and two
xp ssi ns having that type. Symbols are only gen rated for
expres ions with th ir typ . If C1 and C2 have different type
var ables, they will not occur in th sam expression, even
i th y c uld h ve the sam nc te typ for certain type
assignm ts.
) Predicates wher argume ts and return value are dif-
f t ty s.
d) Don’t g n r t a pr dicate unless one variable in it.
Lit ral constants and some functions, such as width, have
no fix type. Alive type models include a default type,
ed f r predicates such as width(%r) u> 1. Except when
ge erating default-type expressions, each expression must
have a fixed type r co tain a sub-expr ssion with a fixed
type.
e) Predica e enumeration algorithm.
f) Co flic et -¿
Gen rat a set of predicat s enum rate possible predi-
cat s
FM ¡- empty feature matrix while FM has conflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a confli t vector +, e- ¡- sample v f ¡- Learn-
Feature( +, -) app n f to FM
v+, v- ¡- partiti n FM c ¡- LearnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
S f ty. Find a feature that ivides the feature set but is
safe t perform o all positive examples.
give a illustrative example.
3.3 Incomplet Predica e
3.4 Strengthening and W akening
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1
1 1
1
1
The corresponding conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ 2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t = X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learning Predicates
Think about this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of fe is unsafe. both and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
I put: Given a set of p ssible and negative examples,
Ab tract representation of predicate matrix,
Using the example optimization fro bef re, with s me
arbitrary xamples an features. N te th second feature is
unsafe for the first example, indicated by t e ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 C2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 > ?
+ 2 4 > ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficiency reasons group all row with the same vector.
The matrix above has four distinct vectors:
Vector +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
? and ?> are negative vectors, ?? is a positive vector,
and >? is mixed.
Classify the examples if the have only positive exam-
pl s, negative examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers want succ nct preconditions,
it is typical to fi str ger preconditions, which rule c rt n
positive examples,
Talk ab ut incomplete.
Example: Our incomplet boolean learner will find a sub-
set of the redicates C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C1 u/ C2 != 0 wh ch accepts as many of the posi-
tive ve tors as it can and reject ll the gative and mix d
vectors. For this matrix, it will produc C1 u> C2 && C2
/u 1 .
Loop until we have no mix d vectors.
Select a mixed vectors.
Take a subset of ex mpl s that have that vector.
B gin enumerating predicate till we fin one hat divides
th sample: either accepts all positive examples a d no neg-
ative example , or rejects all positive examples nd no nega-
tiv examples. Predicates may be u s fe for e ative exam-
les, but cannot be u safe for any positi e examples. Wh n
a predicate is selected, it is tested against all examples, and
discarded if is u safe for any positive example.
you n ed to e umerate predica s
How do we enumerate predi ates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic constant, an a representative f r ach
on-fix d type variable (used for width())
In our example, thes are C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) Generate pred cates t at re well-typed?
Enumera ion is type-directed. Comp risons, for xample,
quire their arg m nts to have th same type. During g ner-
ati , the comparis n e u erat s e ch type variable and two
expr ssi s having that t . S m ls re o ly generated for
exp ss s wit their t . If C1 an C2 have different type
variable , the will not ccur in the sam expres ion, ev n
if t y could have th same con ret type for certain type
assignme ts.
c) Predi ates wh r argu ents and r turn v lue are dif-
ferent types.
d) Don’t g nerate pr dic e u less ne variable in it.
Literal on tants and s me f nctions, such s width, have
no fixe typ . Alive typ mo els include a default type,
s d for pr ica s s ch as width(%r) > . Except whe
ge erating efault-type expressions, ach xpression must
have a fixed type or contain a ub-expression with a fix d
type.
) Predicate nume ation algorithm
f) onflict et -¿
Ge e ate a set of icate enu ate possibl pr di-
cates
FM ¡- empty fe re matrix while FM has onflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a nflict ve tor e+, - ¡- sample v f ¡- Lear -
F ature( +, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- p rtition FM c ¡- Le rnB lean( +, -) return c
S fety. Find a feature that divide h feature s but is
s fe t erform on all positive exampl s.
give a ill strative example.
3.3 Incomple Pr dicate
3.4 Strengthe ing a d Weakening
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Num +ve
examples
Num –ve 
examples
The corresp ing conditions and values are:
 t ⌘ C1 6= 0
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ zext(X,w)⇥ zext(C1, w) = zext(X ⇥ C1, w)
 t ⌘ C2 ÷ C1 6= 0
◆s = (X ⇥ C1)÷ C2
◆t X ÷ (C2 ÷ C1).
3.2 Learn ng Predicates
Think ab ut this notion of Safe/Unsafe.
Negation of unsafe is unsa e. both f and not f reject v
which is unsafe.
Input: Given a set of possible and negativ examples,
Abstract representation of predicate matrix,
Using th exa ple optimization f om before, w th s me
a bi r ry ex mples and features. N te the second f ture is
nsafe for th first exam l , indicated by the ?.
C1 C2 C1 u< C2 2 /u C1 == 0
  0 1 > ?
  2 3 ?
+ 2 4 ?
  4 2 ? >
+ 2 2 ? ?
Efficie cy reasons group all rows with th same vector.
The matrix ab ve has four distinct vectors:
V ctor +  
>? 1
>? 1 1
?> 1
?? 1
>? and ?> ar n gative vectors, ?? is a positive vect ,
>? i ix d.
Classify th exa ples if they have only positive exam-
ples, negativ examples, and mixed vectors.
Highlight compiler writers wan suc i ct preconditions,
it is typical t find strong r preconditions, which rul certa n
ositiv xampl s,
Talk about incomplete.
Example: Our incomplete bool an learner will fi a sub-
set of the predicates C1 u< C2, 1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 ==
0, and C u/ C2 != 0 which accepts as m ny of the posi-
tive vect rs s it can and rejects all th negative and ixed
vec or . For this matrix, it will produce 1 u>= C2 && C2
/u C1 != 0.
Loop until we hav no mixed vectors.
Sel ct a ixed vector .
Take a subs t of ex mpl s that hav that vector.
B gin e umer ting pr dic te till w fi d one that divides
the sample: either accepts all positiv examples and no n g-
ativ examples, or rejects all positiv examples and n g -
tiv examples. Predicat s may be unsafe f r nega ve exa -
ples, but c n t be un afe for any positiv examples. Wh n
a predicate is selec d, it is tested against all examples, and
d scarded if is unsafe for any positiv example.
y u eed to umerate predicates
How do we numerate predicates ()?
a) What symbols are present?
each symbolic co stant, and a repr se tative for each
non-fixed type variable (used for wi th())
In ur example thes ar C1, C2, and width(%r)
b) G n r t redic t s that are well-typed?
Enumeration is typ -directed. Compa isons, for example,
r quire their arguments to hav he sam typ . Du ng g n r-
ation, the comparison numerates eac ype vari bl n two
expressions having t at type. Symbols are only generat d for
expressions wi h their type. If C1 nd C2 h v d ff r nt type
vari bl s, h y will not cur i h sam xpression, ev
if they coul h ve the sam concrete type fo ertain t pe
as ignments.
c) Pr dicates wh re argum n and return value are if-
rent typ s.
d) Do ’t g ra a pre icate u l variabl i t.
Lit r l c stant a d so n tions, suc as width, have
no fixed type. Alive type od ls include a default yp ,
used f r r dicates such s wid h(% ) u> 1. Exc pt wh n
en r ting default-type expr ssions, ach ex re io must
hav a fix d type or c tain sub- xpre sio wi h fixe
type.
e) Predicate enumerat on algorithm.
f) Conflict set -¿
Gen rat a set of pr dicates num rat oss ble redi-
cat s
FM ¡- empty fea ure matrix w ile FM has onflict vec-
tors: v ¡- select a onflict v ctor e+, e ¡- s mple v f ¡- Le rn-
Feature(e+, e-) append f to FM
v+, v- ¡- p tition FM ¡- L rnBoolean(v+, v-) return c
S fety. Find a f ture that di ides the feat re s t but is
safe to perf m n all positiv xamples.
give a illu tr tiv xample.
3.3 Incomp te Pr dicate
3.4 Strengt i g and Weakening
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V + w p1 ¬p1 p2 ¬p2 p3 ¬p3
?>? 8 + + +
?>> 8 + + +
>?? 10 + + +
>?> 1 + + +
>>> 3 + + +
14 16 19 11 12 18
V  
???      
??>      
>>?      
(a) Select p2, discard >??, >?>, ??? and ??>.
V + w p1 ¬p1 p2 ¬p2 p3 ¬p3
?>? 8 + + +
?>> 8 + + +
>>> 3 + + +
3 16 0 11 8
V  
>>?      
(b) Select ¬p1, discard >>> and >>?.
V + w p1 ¬p1 p2 ¬p2 p3 ¬p3
?>? 8 + + +
?>> 8 + + +
0 0 8 8
V  
(c) Final: p2 ^ ¬p1.
V   p1 _ p2
???  
??>  
>>?
(d) 2-CNF terms
V   p1 _ p2 p1 _ p2 _ p3 p1 _ p2 _ ¬p3 ¬p1 _ ¬p2 _ p3
???    
??>    
>>?  
(e) 3-CNF terms. Cover is (p1 _ p2) ^ (¬p1 _ ¬p2 _ p3).
Figure 8: Illustration of the partial and complete Boolean learners on the same predicate matrix. In each table, rows correspond
to vectors and columns correspond to clauses. A + indicates that the clause accepts a positive vector, and a   indicates that it
rejects a negative vector. (a–c) show how the partial learner selects clauses until all negative clauses are rejected. (d–e) show
how the complete learner adds larger clauses until all negative clauses are rejected. Only clauses which accept all positive
vectors are shown.
possibly-negated predicates. The size of a precondition is
the sum of the sizes of the predicates it contains.
Our algorithm obtains preconditions in non-decreasing
order of size. Each precondition is tested against a set of ex-
ample instances generated in the same manner as the predi-
cate learner. If the precondition accepts all positive i stances
and does not accept any negative instances, it is then verified
by the SMT solver. If the solver finds counter examples, or
additional positive examples which the precondition rejects,
testing continues with the next precondition. There is never
a need to reconsider a previously-rejected precondition.
This algorithm has two advantages over predicate le rn-
ing: it always finds a precondition of minimum size, and it
can never get stuck with a bad set of examples.2 The disad-
vantage is that this algorithm cannot break the search prob-
lem into smaller parts. The numbers of preconditions and
predicates for a given size both gr w exponentially, with th
number of preco ditions growing somewhat faster. [Chart?]
Consider an optimization for which the minimally-sized pre-
cond tion has two predic tes of sizes m nd n. The numb r
of preconditions which must be searched will be O(cm+n),
which is vastly larger thanO(cm+c ), the best-case amount
of work need d for the redicate learner to find the two
predicates. The exponential growth means that the predicate
learner is still faster even if it wastes most of its effort learn-
ing predicates which will later be discarded.
Methodology We compared performance of the precondi-
tion enumerator and the predicate learner on a set of opti-
mizat ons drawn from th Alive suit . [results]
2 A bad set, in this case, would be one which is divided too easily, leading
to extra work for the solver.
5.3 Practicality of Inference
To test whether PInf r can derive preconditions in real-world
situatins, we used it to derive preconditions for optimiza-
tions in the Alive suite, comprising 417 optimizations de-
rived from LLVM’s InstCombine and InstructionSimplify
passes. Of these, XX require no precondition, and XX rely
on run-time analysis. Of the remaining XX, X require con-
stant functions or predicates not currently supp rt d by PIn-
fer. This leaves XX predicates which PInfer could possibly
derive.
[chart with breakdown of ptimizati ns]
We limited PInfer to ten minutes [longer?] derivation
time per optimization. PInfer was abl to derive pr condi-
tions for XX optimizations within the time bounds.
[chart plotting time vs num er of opti izations eriv-
able in that time]
 s ⌘ C2 6= 0 ^ nuwmul(X,C1)
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+
–
(2, 4)
(2, 2)
(0, 1)
(2, 3)
(4, 2)
+
–
(2, )
( , 2)
(0, 1)
( , 3)
( , 2)
+
–
Figure 4: The process of learning preconditions. (a) LLVM peephole optimization expressed in Alive whose precondition is being l arned.
(b) DAG representation of the optimization, which has input runtime variable X and symbolic constants C1 and C2. (c) Constr ints for
the definedness of the sourc (δs), d fin dness of the target (δt), compile-time safety of the target (σt), value produced by the our e (ιs),
and value produced by the target (ιt). Queries pr vided to SMT solvers to gener te positiv a d egative xampl s ar also pro id d.
The predicate nuwmul(X,C1) encodes the fact hat X multiplied by C1 can be r presented s an un igned nteger in the current typ
as ignment. (d) Sample se of examples generated. W it type assignments for simplicity. An ex l (4, 2) repr sents ositive
example with C1 = 4 a C2 = 2. Any example with C2 = 0 will be disc r d, it causes undefin d behav or in the source. In cont ast,
any example with C1 = 0, C2 6= 0 will be marked negative, because it caus a nsafe computation in the target. ( ) The predic te matrix
and distinct predicate vectors after adding the predicate C1 u< C2. i icates tha th pre icate a cepts the x m le. ⊥ indicates that the
predicate rejects the example. ? indicate that the example i unsafe (compile- i e und fi ed behavior). (f) Predi at m trix after addi g tw
features. Our incomplete boolean learner will find a sub et of the predicate C1 u< C2, C1 u>= C2, C2 /u C1 == 0, nd C1 /u C2 != 0,
which accepts as many of the positive vectors as it can nd r jects ll the n gative and ix d v ct rs. Fo th s matrix, it will produce t e
precondtion (C1 u>= C2) && (C2 /u 1 != 0).
Ty e-aware predicate enumerati n. ALIVE-INFER gener-
ates predicates using bounded recursion. Each predicat is
assigned a weight, and ALIVE-INFER enumerate predicate
with i creasing w ights. T weight f a pr dicate roughly
corres onds o th number of leaf nod s n the abstract syn-
tax tr e (AST) of e predicate n Alive’s nt rn l r presen-
tation. Exceptions are predica e functi ns and co stant func-
tions, which contribut to the w ight but a e not leaf odes.
The en merator is aware of the type constraints hat
should b satisfied by pre icate nd xpress ons. For ex-
ample, the arguments to a c mparison ust hav the same
type. Enumeration of constant expressions is type-directed:
the enumerator takes the desired type expression as a pa-
rameter, it propagates this type into subexpressions where
necessary, and it selects appropriately-typed symbols when
it reaches a leaf node.
To avoid generating equivalent expressions (e.g., a+(b+
c), (a + b) + c, (b + a) + c), our enumerat r is aware
of the algebraic properties of the predicate language, and
produces expressions in a normal form. However, we have to
be careful in applying only algebraic identities with bitvector
f nction LEARNCOMPLETEBOOLEAN(Preds, V +, V −)
lits← Preds ∪ {¬p : p ∈ Preds}
k ← 0
C ← ∅
whil ∃v ∈ V − .t. ACCEPTS(∧C, v) do
k ← k + 1
Ck ← {
∨
d : d ⊆ l s, |d| = k}
C ← ∪ { : d ∈ Ck, ∀v ∈ V +(ACCEPTS(d, v))}
r turn COVERCLAUSES(C, V −)
Figur 5: Algorithm for learning a Boolean formula given a s t of
pr dicates, positive vectors, and negative vectors
a ithmetic. For exampl , −( ÷ b), −a÷ b, and a÷−b are
all distinct expressions with bitvector arithmetic.
3.4 Boolean Formula Learning with Weighted Vectors
Once ALIVE-INFER has found a set of predicates and their
behavior for each example, it assembles these predicates into
a Boolean formula using conjunction, disjunction, and nega-
tion. ALIVE-INFER uses two different methods for learning
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Boolean formulae. Both learn formulae that reject all nega-
tive examples. One learns a possibly-large formula that ac-
cepts all positive examples. The other learns a formula that
covers as many positive examples as it can while remain-
ing succinct. Both produce formulae in conjunctive normal
form (CNF).
The learners do not need to know about the specific ex-
amples used or predicates learned during inference. Instead,
their inputs are the unique predicate vectors from the predi-
cate learner’s predicate matrix. Recall that a predicate vector
is an ordered list describing the behavior of each predicate
when evaluated on an example. Figures 4(e–f) show some
examples of predicate vectors. Given a set of n-entry pred-
icate vectors, the learners create a formula using abstract
predicates p1, . . . , pn, which will later be replaced by the
corresponding learned predicates. The behavior of pi for a
vector v is determined by vi. The learned formulae will ac-
cept one or more vectors associated only with positive ex-
amples, and reject all vectors associated with negative ex-
amples.
The simplest method for finding a Boolean formula
would be to translate each positive vector into a conjunc-
tive clause that accepts only that vector, and then take the
disjunction of such clauses for all positive predicate vec-
tors. For example, with positive vectors >⊥> and >⊥⊥ we
might learn (p1 ∧ ¬p2 ∧ p3) ∨ (p1 ∧ ¬p2 ∧ ¬p3), which
accepts only those vectors. While very simple, this method
may produce needlessly complex formulae, cannot exclude
unnecessary predicates, and does not produce formulae in
CNF.
Evaluating clauses. Both learners work with clauses that
are disjunctions of (possibly negated) predicates. The func-
tion ACCEPTS(c, v) determines whether a clause c accepts
or rejects a vector v. It evaluates c by checking vi for each
pi ∈ c, and rejects if all pi reject.
In contrast to PIE, ALIVE-INFER can reason about pred-
icates that are unsafe (?), meaning they exhibit undefined
behavior during evaluation instead of evaluating to accept
(>) or reject (⊥). The predicate enumerator ensures that no
predicate is unsafe for any positive vector, so the Boolean
learners are free to assume that any clause which exhibits
unsafe behavior for a vector will reject that vector. In partic-
ular, pi and ¬pi both reject a vector v where vi = ?.
Because unsafe predicates are handled by ACCEPTS and
in the predicate learner, the Boolean learners need not be
aware of unsafe predicates.
Complete Boolean formula learning. ALIVE-INFER finds
formulae in two stages. First, it chooses disjunctive clauses
of up to k predicates that accept all positive vectors. As
shown in Figure 5, it begins with k = 1 and iteratively
increases k until every negative vector is rejected by at least
one chosen clause. That is, no negative vector is accepted by
the conjunction
∧
C of all chosen clauses inC. Figures 8(d–
function COVERCLAUSES(C, V −)
P ← >
while ∃v ∈ V − s.t. ACCEPTS(P, v) do
c← argmaxd∈C |{v : v ∈ V −,¬ACCEPTS(d, v)}|
V − ← V − \ {v : v ∈ V −,¬ACCEPTS(c, v)}
C ← C \ {c}
P ← P ∧ c
return P
Figure 6: Greedy set-cover algorithm that returns a set of clauses
rejecting all negative examples.
function LEARNPARTIALBOOLEAN(Preds, V +w , V −, K)
lits← Preds ∪ {¬p : p ∈ Preds}
D ← {∨ d : d ⊆ lits, |d| ≤ K}
C ← ∅
while ∃v ∈ V − s.t. ACCEPTS(∧C, v) do
A← {〈w, v〉 : 〈w, v〉 ∈ V +w , ACCEPTS(
∧
C, v)}
c← argmaxd∈D
∑{w : 〈w, v〉 ∈ A, ACCEPTS(d, v)}
C ← C ∪ {c}
D ← D \ {c}
if D = ∅ then
return ⊥
return COVERCLAUSES(C, V −)
Figure 7: Algorithm for learning a partial Boolean formula that re-
jects all negative vectors and maximizes the weights of the positive
vectors accepted.
e) illustrate the process of increasing k until all negative
vectors are rejected, and give the learned formula.
In the next stage, ALIVE-INFER finds a subset of C that
still rejects all negative vectors. We use a greedy approxi-
mate set-cover algorithm, shown in Figure 6, which repeat-
edly selects the clause in C that rejects the most negative
vectors that have not already been rejected until all negative
vectors have been rejected.
Weighted partial Boolean formula learning. While it is
always possible to find a complete Boolean formula that ac-
cepts all positive examples and rejects all negative exam-
ples, such a formula may be very complex. This is not al-
ways desirable, so ALIVE-INFER optionally reports a set of
less-complex partial preconditions, which reject all negative
examples but accept only some positive examples.
Our algorithm for finding partial Boolean formulas,
shown in Figure 7, operates similarly to the complete Boolean
learner, but limits complexity by only generating disjunctive
clauses of up toK predicates, whereK is a parameter. It first
creates a set D of all clauses up to size K, and chooses a set
C ⊆ D containing clauses that accept all positive vectors. If∧
C is insufficient to reject all negative vectors, it chooses
new clauses in D to add to C. Any new clause will reject
some positive vectors. To guide the choice, ALIVE-INFER
associates a weight with each positive vector, and greedily
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V + w p1 ¬p1 p2 ¬p2 p3 ¬p3
⊥>⊥ 8 + + +
⊥>> 8 + + +
>⊥⊥ 10 + + +
>⊥> 1 + + +
>>> 3 + + +
14 16 19 11 12 18
V −
⊥⊥⊥ − − −
⊥⊥> − − −
>>⊥ − − −
(a) Select p2, discard >⊥⊥, >⊥>, ⊥⊥⊥ and ⊥⊥>.
V + w p1 ¬p1 p2 ¬p2 p3 ¬p3
⊥>⊥ 8 + + +
⊥>> 8 + + +
>>> 3 + + +
3 16 0 11 8
V −
>>⊥ − − −
(b) Select ¬p1, discard >>> and >>⊥.
V + w p1 ¬p1 p2 ¬p2 p3 ¬p3
⊥>⊥ 8 + + +
⊥>> 8 + + +
0 0 8 8
V −
(c) Final: p2 ∧ ¬p1.
V − p1 ∨ p2
⊥⊥⊥ −
⊥⊥> −
>>⊥
(d) 2-CNF terms
V − p1 ∨ p2 p1 ∨ p2 ∨ p3 p1 ∨ p2 ∨ ¬p3 ¬p1 ∨ ¬p2 ∨ p3
⊥⊥⊥ − −
⊥⊥> − −
>>⊥ −
(e) 3-CNF terms. Cover is (p1 ∨ p2) ∧ (¬p1 ∨ ¬p2 ∨ p3).
Figure 8: Illustration of the partial and complete Boolean learners on the same predicate matrix. In each table, rows correspond to vectors
and columns correspond to clauses. A + indicates that the clause accepts a positive vector, and a − indicates that it rejects a negative vector.
(a–c) show how the partial learner selects clauses until all negative clauses are rejected. In (a), the algorithm selects p2 as it maximizes the
weight and it discards positive vectors >⊥⊥, >⊥>, ⊥⊥⊥, and ⊥⊥> because p2 rejects them. (d–e) show how the complete learner adds
larger clauses until all negative clauses are rejected. Any clause considered by the complete learner has to accept all positive vectors. Only
clauses which accept all positive vectors are shown in this figure.
chooses clauses to maximize the total weight of the posi-
tive vectors accepted by
∧
C. For each unselected clause, it
calculates the total weight of the positive vectors accepted
by the clause, and then chooses a clause c with the high-
est total. Any positive vectors rejected by c are discarded,
and the weight totals for the unchosen clauses are recalcu-
lated. This continues until
∧
C is sufficient to reject all neg-
ative clauses. Figures 8(a–c) illustrates the learner choosing
clauses and discarding positive vectors until it finds a set
C that rejects all negative vectors. ALIVE-INFER then uses
the approximate set-cover algorithm from Figure 6 to find a
subset of C that rejects all negative vectors.
In our prototype, ALIVE-INFER uses K = 1 and weights
predicate vectors according to the number of associated pos-
itive examples. We plan to investigate the impact of these
heuristics as future work. To increase the chances of finding
an optimal formula, ALIVE-INFER may perform this algo-
rithm several times, making different choices for the initial
selected clause, and choosing the formula that accepts the
most total weight.
4. Generalizing Concrete Expression DAGs
To further demonstrate the applicability of ALIVE-INFER,
we generalize optimization patterns generated by Souper [21,
41], an LLVM IR–based superoptimizer. The initial proto-
type of Souper collects a database of expression DAGs that
evaluate to either true or false [41]. It also generates con-
crete path conditions with such expression DAGs. We focus
on expression DAGs without path conditions, because they
can be translated to Alive. New peephole optimizations have
been added to LLVM based on the patterns discovered by
Souper [24]. In such scenarios, developers typically prefer
to add a generalized version.
We create a generalized version of a Souper DAG by re-
placing all concrete constants in the source of the optimiza-
tion with symbolic constants. However, we cannot replace a
concrete constant in the target with a symbolic constant be-
cause Alive does not allow the definition of new symbolic
constants in the target. Figure 9(1a) and Figure 9(2a) present
the expression DAGs in Alive syntax. The generalized opti-
mization and preconditions generated by ALIVE-INFER are
shown in Figure 9(1b) and Figure 9(2b). To illustrate, the
weakest precondition generated by ALIVE-INFER for the
generalized optimization in Figure 9(1b) is
(C3 != 0 || C2 == 0) &&
(C2 u<= 1 || (C4 & ~C1) != 0 || C4 < 0) &&
((C4 & ~C1) != 0 || C4 >= C2) &&
(C3 != 0 || C1 == 0) &&
(C2 != 0 || C4 == 0 || (C4 & ~C1) !=0) &&
(C2 u> 1 || C4 u<= 1 || (C4 & ~C1) != 0) &&
(isSignBit(C4) || C2 + 1 >= 0 || (C4 & ~C1) != 0)
Unfortunately, this weakest precondition is not succinct.
ALIVE-INFER also generated a partial precondition,
C4 & ~C1 != 0 && C3 != 0
also shown in Figure 9(1b). It is succinct and accepts 95%
of the positive examples, which makes a case for generating
partial preconditions.
5. Evaluation
We describe the ALIVE-INFER prototype, our methodol-
ogy, and our experience inferring preconditions for LLVM
peephole optimizations. Our experiments evaluate the effec-
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%1 =srem i32 C1, %0
%2 =lshr %1, C2
%3 =icmp ne C3, %2
=>
%3 = 0
%1 = and i32 C1, %0
%2 = icmp eq C2, %1
%3 = xor C3, %2
%4 = icmp ne C4, %1
%5 = and %3, %4
%6 = or %5, %2
=>
%6 = 1
(1a) Alive translation for 
Souper pattern 512
(1b) Generalized optimization
PInfer precondition: 
((C4 & ~C1) != 0 &&  C3 != 0)
%1 = and i32 1, %0
%2 = icmp eq 0, %1
%3 = xor 1, %2
%4 = icmp ne 0, %1
%5 = and %3, %4
%6 = or %5, %2
=>
%6 = 1
%1 =srem i32 1, %0
%2 =lshr %1, 1
%3 =icmp ne 0, %2
=>
%3 = 0
(2a) Alive translation for 
Souper pattern 537
(2b) Generalized optimization
PInfer precondition: 
(C3 == 0 && (C1 u>> C2) == 0)
Figure 9: Generalization of optimization patterns generated by Souper with ALIVE-INFER. (a) Alive version of the Souper pattern.
(b) Generalized optimization with all concrete values in the source replaced by symbolic constants along with the inferred precondition.
tiveness of the ALIVE-INFER prototype in generating both
weakest and partial preconditions.
The ALIVE-INFER prototype. We built the ALIVE-INFER
prototype by extending the publicly available Alive-NJ
toolkit [33]. Alive-NJ also supports verification of floating
point optimizations, but we leave precondition inference for
those to future work.
ALIVE-INFER enhances Alive-NJ with three major fea-
tures. (1) Implementations of the enumeration and learn-
ing algorithms, comprising roughly two thousand lines of
Python code. (2) Safety analysis, which expresses the con-
ditions under which an optimization target or precondition
may have undefined behavior at compile-time. (3) Sepa-
ration of the type checking and type assignment phases.
ALIVE-INFER assigns each term an abstract type once dur-
ing type checking or predicate enumeration. These abstract
types are then mapped to concrete types during validation
without the need of re-performing type checking.
In our experiments, we use Z3 4.4.1 [10] to handle SMT
queries. The ALIVE-INFER prototype is open source and
publicly available as part of Alive-NJ toolkit.
Optimization suite. We use 417 optimizations from the
Alive suite, a snapshot of optimizations from LLVM’s In-
stCombine and InstructionSimplify passes. Some precondi-
tions in Alive are weaker than LLVM’s preconditions. Of
these 417 optimizations, 195 require no precondition and 41
rely on dataflow analyses for runtime values. For the 195 op-
timizations that do not have a precondition, ALIVE-INFER
successfully infers true. ALIVE-INFER does not support 41
optimizations that use dataflow analyses for runtime values.
Of the remaining 181 that have a precondition in the Alive
suite, seven require constant functions or predicates not cur-
rently supported by ALIVE-INFER. This leaves us with 174
optimizations for which ALIVE-INFER could possibly de-
rive preconditions.
Methodology. In our experiments for precondition infer-
ence, we removed the precondition in the optimization and
provided it to the ALIVE-INFER prototype. We compare the
precondition generated by the ALIVE-INFER prototype and
the original precondition for it in Alive (to determine if it is
weaker or stronger). All experiments were performed on a
64-bit Intel Skylake–processor machine with four cores and
16 GB of RAM.
Precondition search To perform a fair assessment of the
benefits of precondition inference using on-demand predi-
cate learning, we created a variation of ALIVE-INFER that
enumerates all possible preconditions until it finds a valid,
weakest precondition. We refer to this method as precondi-
tion search, and call our modified prototype Alive-Search.
Alive-Search generates preconditions in CNF, using the
predicate enumerator as a subroutine. A precondition’s size
is the sum of the sizes of its predicates. All preconditions
of a given size are generated before any precondition of the
next larger size.
Each precondition is tested against a set of examples gen-
erated using the method from Section 3.2. If the precondition
accepts all positive instances and does not accept any nega-
tive instances, it is then verified by the SMT solver. If the
solver finds counter examples, or additional positive exam-
ples which the precondition rejects, testing continues with
the next precondition. It is never necessary to reconsider a
previously-rejected precondition.
This algorithm has two advantages over precondition in-
ference: it always finds a precondition of minimum size, and
it can never get stuck with a difficult-to-separate sample. The
disadvantage is that this algorithm cannot break the search
problem into smaller parts. The number of preconditions and
predicates for a given size both grow exponentially, with the
number of preconditions growing somewhat faster. Consider
an optimization for which the minimally-sized precondition
has two predicates of sizes m and n. The number of precon-
ditions which must be searched will be O(cm+n), which is
vastly larger than O(cm+ cn), the best-case amount of work
needed for the predicate learner to find the two predicates.
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The exponential growth means that the predicate learner is
still faster even if it wastes most of its effort learning predi-
cates which will later be discarded.
5.1 Effectiveness in Generating Preconditions
We test the effectiveness of our approach by generating
preconditions for the optimizations in the Alive suite. We ran
inference for each optimization with a 1000-second timeout.
ALIVE-INFER successfully generated weakest precondi-
tions for 133 out of the 174 optimizations. Although ALIVE-
INFER could not generate weakest preconditions for the re-
maining 41 optimizations, it generated partial preconditions
for 31 optimizations. For six optimizations, it was not able
to learn sufficient predicates to generate any preconditions
within the timeout period. In one case, the Boolean learner
failed to find a formula. Finally, in three cases Z3 returned
unknown during example generation or in final validation.
In summary, ALIVE-INFER was able to generate either the
weakest or a partial precondition for 164 out of the 174 op-
timizations.
Figure 10 provides summary information on the number
of predicates in the generated weakest precondition, num-
ber of distinct predicates in the weakest precondition, the to-
tal number of predicates learned, and maximum disjunction
size in the final formula learned by the Boolean learner. Fig-
ure 10(a) shows that about 80 optimizations in the suite have
a single predicate in the precondition, and around 40 opti-
mizations have two to four predicates. Figure 10(b) shows
that the number of distinct predicates in the weakest pre-
condition is lower than the number of predicates, which is
common in formulae expressed in conjunctive normal form.
Figure 10(c) characterizes the number of predicates
needed to separate the examples for various optimizations.
ALIVE-INFER learned no more than 28 predicates for any
optimization. Often, not all learned predicates were needed
in the final formula. Learned predicates may occur multiple
times in a precondition, so the maximum precondition size
is greater than the largest number of learned predicates. Fig-
ure 10(d) shows that only 45 optimizations required disjunc-
tion to express a weakest precondition, indicated by having
a clause size greater than one.
The number of predicates enumerated over the course
of predicate learning varies widely. For nine optimizations
where ALIVE-INFER found a weakest precondition, the
learner considered more than ten thousand predicates and
as many as 104,000. For nineteen, it considered between
one and ten thousand. For sixteen, between a hundred and a
thousand. For eighty-six, between eleven and a hundred. For
four, between one and ten.
Preconditions with generalization. To evaluate the appli-
cability of ALIVE-INFER with generalization, we translated
71 concrete optimization instances from the initial results of
Souper to Alive and generalized them with symbolic con-
stants. ALIVE-INFER was able to generate weakest precon-
ditions for 51 optimizations. It generated partial precondi-
tions for additional 3 optimizations. In the remaining 17
cases, Z3 hung while generating positive examples, Z3 re-
turned unknown, or ALIVE-INFER could not learn a Boolean
formula that rejects all negative vectors.
5.2 Comparison of ALIVE-INFER with Alive-Search
For comparison, we also experimented with precondition
search (described earlier in this section) for same set of op-
timizations. In contrast to ALIVE-INFER, Alive-Search was
able to generate weakest preconditions for 114 of 174 opti-
mizations. It performs similarly to ALIVE-INFER for opti-
mizations with few predicates in the precondition. It times
out for optimizations that have more than three predicates in
the precondition.
Figure 11 reports the number of optimizations for which
ALIVE-INFER and Alive-Search were able to generate weak-
est preconditions within a given amount of time. Both tools
generate weakest preconditions in 10 seconds (per optimiza-
tion) for about 100 optimizations. These optimizations have
one or two predicates in the precondition (see Figure 10(a)).
In summary, we observe that predicate inference can find
preconditions for more optimizations than predicate search
within a given time limit.
5.3 Strength of Inferred Preconditions
We compare weakest preconditions generated by ALIVE-
INFER with the preconditions in the Alive suite. We consider
a precondition weakest if it accepts every example where the
optimization is non-trivially valid; i.e., the source is well-
defined for some run-time input. To determine whether a
precondition generated by ALIVE-INFER (φI ) accepts more
examples than its counterpart in the suite (φA), we check the
satisfiability of the formula φI ∧ ¬φA using an SMT solver.
Of the 133 optimizations where ALIVE-INFER is able
to generate a weakest precondition, 73 are weaker than the
suite’s precondition. Figure 12 shows four of these optimiza-
tions, with the preconditions from the suite and generated by
ALIVE-INFER. For the remaining 61 optimizations, our pro-
totype generated a precondition equivalent to its suite coun-
terpart. Even the partial preconditions generated were often
weaker than the suite preconditions. Of the partial precondi-
tions generated, 15 are incomparable because there are ex-
amples which are accepted by the ALIVE-INFER precondi-
tion but not by the suite precondition and vice-versa. These
include the example in Section 1.
The structure of LLVM’s peephole optimization pass cre-
ates implicit assumptions for many optimizations: if two op-
timizations can apply to the same input program, only the
first will be applied. ALIVE-INFER learns preconditions in
isolation; assumptions must be explicit. Even taking these
implicit assumptions into consideration, we have found opti-
mizations where ALIVE-INFER finds a weaker precondition
and reported them to LLVM’s developers [35]. We plan to
investigate others in the future.
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Figure 10: Information about weakest preconditions successfully inferred within 1000 s. The histograms show the number of optimizations
with (a) the number of predicates in the precondition, (b) the number of distinct predicates in the precondition (a predicate and its negation
are not considered distinct), (c) the number of predicates accepted by the learner during inference, and (d) the maximum number of predicates
occuring in a disjunction (i.e., the value of k reached by the Boolean formula learner).
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Figure 11: Number of optimizations for which a weakest precon-
dition was inferred by precondition inference (Infer) and precondi-
tion search (Search) within a given time limit. The x-axis is running
time, in seconds, used to infer the precondition of each optimiza-
tion. The y-axis is the cumulative number of optimizations which
required at most that time.
6. Related Work
There is a large body of work on inferring specifications
— preconditions, postconditions, and invariants — for gen-
eral purpose programs [1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11–15, 39, 43, 46, 47].
Data-driven approaches have also been explored for infer-
ring specifications [13–15, 39, 43]. We primarily focus on
closely related work in this section.
PIE. Our work is inspired by PIE [39], which generates
preconditions for general-purpose programs. PIE uses pred-
icate learning, which it calls feature learning, along with a
Boolean learner to separate positive and negative examples.
ALIVE-INFER differs from PIE by addressing challenges
specific to LLVM and Alive. First, we identify the need for
succinct partial preconditions and propose a weighted par-
tial Boolean formula learner. Second, we propose a strat-
egy to generate positive and negative examples while han-
dling polymorphic types and compile-time undefined behav-
ior. Third, we design a predicate learner which can reason
about predicates with potential compile-time undefined be-
havior.
Compiler precondition synthesis. Prior approaches have
also explored precondition generation for compiler opti-
mizations [7, 31, 44]. PSyCO [31] synthesizes read-write
preconditions given a finite predicate set. They do not ad-
dress the complexities of bitvector arithmetic and the inter-
action with undefined behavior. Optgen [7] automatically
generates all peephole optimizations within a specified size
bound and verifies their correctness. These optimizations
may include preconditions, which are expressions of the
form expr == 0 and are found using enumeration.
Logical abduction methods. Another approach to precon-
dition inference is logical abduction [11, 16]. Methods us-
ing quantifier elimination [11] are promising, but methods
for eliminating quantifiers in bitvector algebra work only for
a small subset of operations [19]. We initially tried logical
abduction methods by restricting optimizations to use only
linear integer arithmetic (LIA) but settled on a data-driven
approach to increase its applicability.
Data-driven inference methods. Other prior data-driven
approaches often work only with predefined predicates [15,
43, 47]. Researchers have used counter-example guided re-
finement [8], similar to ALIVE-INFER, by beginning with
overlapping positive and negative sets and refining them by
finding counter-examples [46]. They also require a fixed set
of predefined predicates. ICE and ICE-DT [13, 14] use posi-
tive, negative, and implication examples for synthesizing in-
variants. They use either a template-based synthesis or a de-
cision tree learning algorithm to generate invariants using a
fixed set of attributes. ALIVE-INFER, similar to PIE, learns
and synthesizes predicates on-demand.
Search techniques and superoptimization. ALIVE-INFER’s
inference can be viewed as a variant of various symbolic,
stochastic, and enumerative search strategies employed in
program synthesis [2, 17, 22, 48, 50] and superoptimiz-
ers [5, 20, 32, 40, 45]. ALIVE-INFER can be used to gen-
eralize/validate patterns generated by superoptimizers.
Compiler correctness. A compiler can be written in a
mathematical theorem prover (e.g., CompCert [27], Vel-
lvm [52, 53]), which would require one to figure out the
specification in such a setting [37, 49]. Alternatively, vari-
ous other DSLs have also been proposed for compiler con-
struction [23, 26]. ALIVE-INFER generates preconditions or
optimizations expressed in Alive [30]. In principle, ALIVE-
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(1) Select:423
%and = and %X, C1
%c = icmp eq %and, 0
%F = and %X, C2
%r = select %c, %X, %F
=>
%r = and %X, C2
LLVM Precondition:
isPowerOf2(C1) && C1 == ~C2
PInfer Precondition:
(~C1 & ~C2) == 0
(2) AndOrXor:922
%op0 = icmp eq %a, C1
%op1 = icmp ne %a, C2
%r = and %op0, %op1
=>
%r = icmp eq %a, C1
LLVM Precondition:
C1 u< C2
PInfer Precondition:
C1 != C2
(3) AndOrXor:363
%lhs = or %A, C1
%Op = add %lhs, %B
%r = and %Op, C2
=>
%op = add %A, %B
%r = and %op, C2
LLVM Precondition:
isPowerOf2OrZero(C2+1) && C1 & C2 == 0
PInfer Precondition:
C1 - 1 u>= C2 && (C2 & C1) == 0 && 
(C1 == 0 || isPowerOf2(C1) ||
(-C1 ^ C1) + C2 < 0)
(4) AndOrXor:210
%op = shl %X, C1
%r = and %op, C2
=>
%r = and %op, C2 & (-1 << C1)
LLVM Precondition:
(C2 & (-1 << C1)) != -1 << C1
PInfer Precondition:
width(%r) u> C1
Figure 12: A sample of optimizations where ALIVE-INFER generated a weaker precondition compared to the precondition in LLVM/Alive.
We provide the name of the optimization in the Alive suite, the LLVM/Alive precondition and the ALIVE-INFER precondition. (1) Consider
the instance C1 = 3, C2 = 14 for 4-bit integers, i.e., 0011 and 1110. These satisfy neither of the clauses in LLVM’s precondition,
but do satisfy the ALIVE-INFER’s precondition, which can be rewritten as C1 | C2 == -1. (2) This optimization’s source calculates
a = C1 ∧ a 6= C2 and the target a = C1. By the transitive property, this is equivalent to a = C1 ∧ C1 6= C2. ALIVE-INFER generates the
equivalent precondition C1 > C2 || C1 < C2. (3) Consider the instance C1 = 10, C2 = 2 for 4-bit integers, i.e., 1100 and 0010. This is
rejected by LLVM’s precondition, because three is not a power of two, but is accepted by ALIVE-INFER’s. (4) ALIVE-INFER’s precondition
is clearly weaker, as it will accept the cases where C2 is masked by -1 << C1 as long as C1 is less than the bit width. For example, C1 = 2,
C2 = 14 for 4-bit integers, i.e., 0001 and 1110.
INFER can apply to other DSLs. Our recent work has ex-
plored compiler non-termination errors with a suite of peep-
hole optimizations [34], which typically occurs when prof-
itability metrics are not included in the precondition. The
weakest preconditions inferred by ALIVE-INFER should be
checked with those tools before including them in LLVM to
avoid non-termination errors.
7. Conclusion
We show that it is possible to infer preconditions for peep-
hole optimizations in LLVM using a data-driven approach
with on-demand predicate learning. We highlight the trade-
off between applicability and succinctness of the precondi-
tion. The ALIVE-INFER prototype addresses the challenges
of polymorphic types and compile-time undefined behavior
in the precondition language to generate both weakest and
succinct partial preconditions. Our goal is to assist LLVM
developers in debugging an invalid optimization. ALIVE-
INFER is likely to be useful to LLVM developers, as it is
able to generate preconditions weaker than LLVM’s precon-
ditions.
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